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DISCOVER THE MARTIAL ESSENCE OF TAI CHI CHUANHere's your chance to take the next
step in your tai chi journey.Martial applications found within tai chi chuan are a direct link to your
tai chi as a form of self-defense. When you study the martial side of tai chi, you can become
proficient in a variety of high-level skills, including sensing, neutralizing, yielding, striking, chin
na, and even throwing.If you know a tai chi form, you are going to discover the essence of your
movements by becoming aware of their martial applications.If you are practicing tai chi pushing
hands, you will greatly improve your skills with this understanding of martial applications.If you
are ready, you are going to love the amazing tai chi fighting set. This fully choreographed set
(requires a partner) will combine all your tai chi skills into one 5-minute routine.This book
includes :Martial applications for the Yang-style long formMartial applications for Yang-style tai
chi pushing handsThe complete Yang-style tai chi fighting setFor any style of tai chi chuan, this
book will be important for practitioners who wish to develop a deeper understanding and
advanced skills.Learn how to analyze the forms and defense applications in your tai chi, gaining
higher-level knowledge of your style.Discover the martial applications of Yang style. These
insights will give you greater understanding of your own art.Find inspiration. Master Yang's
writing will inspire you to investigate the martial applications of your tai chi style.This edition
includes an easy-to-follow layout. Each technique is presented in four to six large photographs
with detailed instructions on how to perform the movements. Motion arrows are used on the
photographs to help you execute the movements correctly.

About the AuthorDr. Yang, Jwing-Ming started his Gongfu training at the age of 15 under the
Shaolin White Crane Master Cheng, Gin Gsao. Dr. Yang became an expert in the White Crane
style of Chinese martial arts. With the same master he also studied Qin Na, Tui Na and Dian Xue
massages, and herbal treatment.At the age of 16, Dr. Yang began the study of Taijiquan under
Master Kao, Tao. Dr. Yang's tai chi can be traced back to the Yang family through Master Kao's
teacher Yue, Huanzhi, an indoor disciple of Yang, Chengfu.After learning from Master Kao, Dr.
Yang continued his study and research of Taijiquan. Dr. Yang has mastered the Taiji barehand
sequence, pushing hands, the two-man fighting sequence, Taiji sword, Taiji saber, and Taiji
Qigong.Dr. Yang has been involved in Chinese Gongfu since 1961. During this time, he has
spent 13 years learning Shaolin White Crane, Shaolin Long Fist, and Taijiquan. Dr. Yang has
more than thirty years of instructional experience.
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Chinese TermsIndexAbout the AuthorForeword By Grandmaster Liang, Tung-TsaiEven though
Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming (   ) is still a young man, he has accomplished a great deal. He has
earned a Ph.D. degree and has intensively studied and mastered the martial arts, both the hard
and soft styles, along with forming the Yang’s Martial Arts Association (YMAA) and compiling
many valuable books.Dr. Yang surely follows in the footsteps of the Yang style founder, Yang Lu-
Chan (   ), who also first studied the Shaolin hard styles and then later studied and mastered
the soft style of T’ai Chi Ch’uan. Dr. Yang stimulates this tradition, which will surely bear the fruit
of high achievement within the martial arts for him. Although Dr. Yang and myself have not
personally met before, we both share a common affinity, that is, we both learned the Shaolin
Chin Na from the same teacher, Master Han, Ching-Tang (   ).After receiving this second
Volume of Advanced Yang Style Tai Chi Chuan: Martial Applications (New Title: Tai Chi Chuan
Martial Applications), I am indeed impressed. Both volumes one and two lay a solid foundation
for the internal and self-defense applications of T’ai Chi Ch’uan. Everybody should read his
books. So I am honored that I am writing this foreword to his new book. My two favorite students,
Stuart Alve Olson and Jonathan Russell, both of whom have a friendship with Dr. Yang, originally
presented me with the idea of writing a few words of introduction to this book. It is also my
understanding that Jonathan Russell was instrumental in helping Dr. Yang become established
in Boston shortly after I left that city to semi-retirement. So now it is my turn to help establish his
book. It is my sincere hope that everybody learns something from Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming in order
to get some benefit from his intensive study and practice of the martial arts. He is a youth of
great promise! By constantly studying and practicing the martial arts, in the near future Dr. Yang
will reach the highest level, and then at once his name will be well known all over the world. Now
let us rub our eyes and see!Tung-Tsai Liang (   )May, 1986Preface (First Edition, 1986)In
Volume 1 of Advanced Yang Style Tai Chi Chuan (re-titled: Tai Chi Chuan Martial Power, 3rd
Edition) we discussed the most important part of taijiquan: the principles and theory. We also
translated and discussed the ancient Chinese poetry and songs that contain the accumulated
experience and understanding of dozens of generations of taijiquan masters. The taijiquan



beginner usually finds it very difficult to understand the deeper meaning of these writings, but as
you accumulate experience you will gradually begin to grasp these keys. Therefore, you should
continue to study and ponder, and one day you will understand the real value of these written
secrets.A major part of the theory of taijiquan’s martial applications is involved with the use of
jing ( ). Hopefully Tai Chi Chuan Martial Power has given you a good understanding of this
subject. The theory of jing and its training methods have been kept secret for centuries. Tai Chi
Chuan Martial Power is the first extensive discussion of this subject in English. I sincerely hope it
will open the door to the research and study of jing, and make the general public aware of this
neglected aspect of taijiquan.If you understand the principles and theory of taijiquan and its jing,
but do not know the martial techniques, your martial art is still half empty. It is as if you had
learned how a car works, but not how to drive it. It cannot be denied that understanding the
theory will help you to progress faster. However, since every form in the sequence was carefully
designed to most efficiently attack and defend, you will also profit greatly from researching the
application of each form to discover its potential and why it was designed just so. Once you have
learned the martial applications, you still are not ready to use then in a real fight. You are in the
position of someone who knows how to drive a car, but does not yet have any actual experience.
In order to make the techniques usable, you must constantly practice them with a partner.
Pushing hands and the fighting set were designed to resemble a real fight, and they give you the
opportunity to apply the principles and theories you have learned. It is through this kind of mutual
interaction of theory and practice that you become a taijiquan martial artist.In this book,
applications for every taijiquan form will be discussed in Chapter 2. This will lay the foundation of
your knowledge of the martial aspect of taijiquan. Chapter 3 discusses the theory and training of
pushing hands, and presents some of the martial applications that can be drawn from the
movements of this exercise. Taiji ball training, which is commonly used to train certain jing, is
also included in this chapter. Once you have obtained the fundamental keys of pushing hands,
you will want to practice the taijiquan fighting set in Chapter 4. This set resembles real fighting,
and it teaches you to set up your strategies as well as gives you further experience in the
applications. Finally, Chapter 5 will discuss the general rules and methods of fighting strategy,
which will help you to further improve yourself through your own practice and research.Dr. Yang,
Jwing-Ming1986Preface (Second Edition, 1996)After this book was first published in 1986, it
significantly stimulated Western taijiquan society. From this book and the book Tai Chi Chuan
Martial Power 3rd Edition (formerly titled Advanced Yang Style Tai Chi Chuan, Volume One),
taijiquan practitioners in the West began to reevaluate the meaning and the value of taijiquan.
Not only that, countless taijiquan practitioners began to search for the root and the essence of
every movement in the form.If we trace the origins of taijiquan, we see that it was created for self-
defense. The health benefits were only a side effect of this art. But because of taijiquan’s
efficiency in maintaining health, it became one of the most popular meditative relaxation
exercises both in the East and the West. Unfortunately, the martial applications of taijiquan were
ignored in favor of the health aspects.The result of this ignorance was the loss of the essence



and the root of the original taijiquan. Only by understanding the martial applications can the
meaning of every movement be felt profoundly, and the spirit of each posture be manifested
correctly. Many readers have expressed that through reading this book, they now understand the
crucial concepts and theories of the martial applications. From this understanding, they can
apply what they have learned to the styles they practice.You should understand that it does not
matter which style of Chinese martial arts you have learned. If you trace the original root of the
art, the basic fighting principles and theory remains the same. The Dao of self-defense is only
one. According to a Chinese saying: “The Dao is the one which threads through (i.e., mutual co-
related)” (     ). This implies that the universal rule of the Dao is the only rule. If you understand
this Dao, you can apply it to everything in this universe.Naturally, this Dao is understood as the
theory and principle of yin ( ) and yang ( ). If you understand yin and yang thoroughly, you can
apply it to anything in nature.However, where does yin and yang originate? If we look at the Yi
Jing (The Book of Changes,   ), it is said: “What is taiji (i.e., grand ultimate)? It is originated from
wuji (i.e., no extremity) and is the mother of yin and yang.” From this you can see that taiji is
between wuji and yin and yang (two poles). Taiji is the force that makes wuji divide into yin and
yang. When we apply this idea into taijiquan, thinking becomes the motive force dividing the wuji
into yin and yang. Therefore, without the mind or thinking, the movements in taijiquan have no
meaning. And because taijiquan was conceived as a martial art, we see that this thinking or
mind is the mind of defense; in other words, a sense of enemy.In order to make every movement
of taijiquan meaningful, you must first know the martial applications. Only then can your thinking
be clear and the spirit of the form be manifested accurately. Therefore, if you are serious in
searching out the root and the essence of taijiquan, you must study the martial applications.
Only then can higher-level understanding be obtained.In this new edition there are a few
revisions:In order to match the Romanization system currently used in China, all of the Chinese
words in English follow the Pinyin system.A glossary has been added.Chinese words are
included whenever it is necessary.Since this book was first published, I have written twelve more
books about qigong and Chinese martial arts. Among them, a few titles are highly recommended
to those readers who are interested in learning more about Chinese taijiquan and qigong. These
titles are:The Root of Chinese Chi Kung. A clear, in-depth study of Chinese qigong practice.
From this book, you can develop a clear understanding of your taijiquan and qigong practice.The
Essence of Tai Chi Chi Kung. This book was written to help interested taijiquan practitioners
understand the inner side of taijiquan practice. From this book, you will be able to grasp the
essence of taiji qigong practice.Taiji Chin Na. Never before revealed to Western society, the
grabbing and seizing techniques (i.e., chin na) of taijiquan are presented. This book is for those
taijiquan practitioners who want to know more about the martial applications of taijiquan.The
Essence of Shaolin White Crane. Though the title of this book does not appear to be related to
taijiquan, in fact, this book contains the most complete theory of Chinese martial qigong training
—from the hard styles to the very soft styles, such as taijiquan. This book is highly
recommended.I hope this new edition brings you a better understanding of the essence of



taijiquan. In order to promote this art to its highest level, we need all talented and experienced
taijiquan masters to open their minds and share their knowledge through publications and
instruction. Only then will this profound art continue to grow, and be assured of a bright future.Dr.
Yang, Jwing-Ming1996Preface (Third Edition, 2016)Since this book was first published in 1986,
taijiquan development has truly entered a new era. In the 1980s, most practitioners were only
interested in health and consequently trained taijiquan only for relaxation. However, another
group of practitioners has since emerged, and they have been hungrily searching for the hidden
meanings and essence behind every taijiquan movement. They realized that without this
knowledge and understanding, taijiquan is reduced to nothing more than a dance, a light
exercise for relaxation, or a mere display of aesthetics. Although taijiquan health practitioners
still trump traditionalists in numbers, those searching for the deeper root of the art have been
steadily growing, especially in the last twenty years.Taijiquan means the “fist of taiji.” The “taiji” in
taijiquan is actually the mind, and quan, or “fist,” refers to the martial arts aspect of the practice.
Therefore, taijiquan actually means the “fist of the mind.” This is a crucial key to understanding
taijiquan practice as a whole. Only when the mind is relaxed can your body be relaxed, and only
when the body is relaxed can a practitioner truly realize the full potential of the entire art. In
martial arts society, the final stage of martial arts training is almost always of the mind. This is
because the mind is arguably the most difficult thing to master. One aspect that must be trained
is developing a realistic and practical sense of opponent. The mind must be able to naturally
sense an opponent and react appropriately with the right timing. All taijiquan movements were
created for either offense or defense, so sense of opponent is of the utmost importance in
taijiquan training. Sense of opponent raises spirit, focuses the mind, and allows qi to be led
strongly throughout the body for efficient and powerful physical manifestations. You can see that
without knowing the martial root of taijiquan (i.e., martial applications), the practice of taijiquan
will be shallow.Since the first edition of this book was published in 1986, countless taijiquan
practitioners have contacted me to express their appreciation to me for writing this book and
making it available to the general public. This motivated me to diligently continue my research
and practice, eventually leading me to write and publish more than three dozen books and
several instructional videos. I have been a martial arts author and teacher for more than forty
years now. These publications constitute my lifetime of practice thus far. I highly recommend
those who are interested in knowing more about taijiquan and qigong to take a look at my past
works. Although I am only able to publish a small fraction of the knowledge out there based on
my experience, I have seen many people reach what I consider to be a deep level of
understanding simply through a very disciplined regime of practice and reading. I hope to offer
everything that I can through my teachings, and I hope they will help you find your path in your
training.For this edition, I have double-checked that the concepts written in 1986 are still
accurate according to my understanding and experience over the past three decades. In
addition, I have added more Chinese characters in the text because the Chinese language has
become so popular in this new century.Dr. Yang, Jwing-MingYMAA California Retreat



CenterMay 18, 2015Chapter 1: Introduction1-1. General IntroductionThe best way of studying a
profound scientific subject is through both theory and experiment. Theory is the foundation of
the entire study, and it is the theory that generates the principles and rules. These, in turn, lead
to the creation of a prototype model for experimentation, which shows whether the theory and
principles were accurate as originally stated. After many experiments and experiences, you can
then confirm the accuracy of the theory and, if necessary, go back to modify the theory and
principles. Again, you construct experiments based on the new modified theory and principles. It
might take you many repeated cycles of theoretical research and experimental study before you
can finally state your conclusions.The same principle applies to taijiquan (   ). Taiji (  ) is based
on the profound Daoist philosophies of yin ( )/yang ( ), and the bagua (  ), and it has been
refined over more than one thousand years of research, study, and experimentation by many
thousands of taijiquan martial artists. Even though a great deal has been passed down through
the generations by teaching and writing, many taijiquan masters still feel that they have not
learned the complete art. The more they dig, the deeper they feel the theory is. What is sad to
see today is that the available knowledge is gradually dying out. Most taijiquan practitioners are
more interested in the health aspect of taijiquan, rather than the martial side.Taijiquan was
originally created for martial purposes, and every form has its special martial applications. Many
different styles have been created over the years, and although they are based on the same
fundamental theory and principles, every style has its own characteristic specialties and
applications. For example, a taijiquan style that has large postures might have different
techniques and strategy than a style with small postures. However, regardless of the different
emphasis, principles such as using the soft against the hard never change.Learning the martial
applications in the taijiquan sequence is just like learning the functions of the equipment in a car.
After you have learned the function of everything in the car, you then take it for a drive and try
everything out. The same principle is followed in taijiquan. After you have learned the
techniques, you must experiment with them.The taijiquan solo sequence is the foundation of all
the martial techniques. Each movement or posture was carefully designed with the most
appropriate stance for the intended strategic action, whether defensive or offensive. If you
understand the applications and practice conscientiously, you will gain the necessary qi ( ) flow,
jing ( ) expression, mental calmness, and—most important of all—sense of enemy. Once you
understand taijiquan theory and principles and have mastered these techniques, you will need a
partner for practice and experimentation. Pushing hands is the first step in making the
applications alive and practical, and also introduces some applications that are not included in
the solo sequence. After you have practiced pushing hands for some time, you should start
training in a way that is more similar to a real fight. The two-person fighting set was designed for
this purpose. It helps you learn how to analyze the situation, strategy, movements, and
techniques of a real fight. Finally, you should start free-fighting training.In this book, the author
will discuss only the typical martial applications of the Yang style with large forms and low
postures. There are more than 250 techniques in the 37 postures. This means that each posture



has an average of six to seven techniques. Chapter 2 will discuss some of the typical
applications of each technique known to the author. The deeper and more complicated
applications will be omitted due to lack of space, and more importantly the difficulty of conveying
the subtleties of the movements with the written word. However, if you study seriously and
research carefully, you should be able to use your knowledge of the more basic techniques to
discover the deeper levels of application. If the style you have learned is different from the style
in this book, you can still use this book to gain ideas to adapt to your own style.Chapter 3 will
introduce the training for the heng ( ) and ha ( ) sounds, and the fundamentals of taiji ball
training, which many taijiquan practitioners use to train their sensing and sticking capability. Last,
taiji pushing hands will be reviewed. After you have mastered pushing hands, you should go on
to the two-person fighting set in chapter 4. The various possible applications will be analyzed.
Finally, chapter 5 will summarize the fighting strategy of taijiquan.Even when you have mastered
the techniques in this book, you are still not at the end of your study. In fact, you are only at the
beginning of your research into martial applications. How much you learn and how far you
progress is up to you. This book offers you the key to the treasure, but it cannot give you the
treasure itself. You have to open the gate and step in, and search for the treasure by yourself.
You might fail because of discouragement, impatience, or lack of perseverance. You might fall,
only to stand up and continue. You might get injured from the thorns on the path. But you must
understand that every time you fall, every time you get hurt from the thorns, it is always exactly
what you need to gain experience. The more you experiment and the more experience you
accumulate, the deeper your understanding of the theory will be. The more you carefully ponder,
the clearer your understanding will be.1-2. Becoming a Proficient Taijiquan Martial ArtistOnce
you have mastered the basic theory and fundamental techniques, you have reached a level
where you are qualified to share and discuss your knowledge with others. You should be
capable of teaching someone without too much deviation from the right path. The best way to
start your teaching career is to be an assistant instructor for an experienced master for several
years. Under his supervision, you will learn how to teach, but most important of all, you will be
able to access his experience and pick up the many small points that do so much to fill out your
knowledge. After a few years, you should start teaching on your own. Teaching is the best way to
learn and become a proficient taijiquan martial artist. Through teaching, you learn how to
analyze, how to explain, and how to set up a training schedule. After a few years of doing this,
you will be able to create something of value and add to the store of taijiquan knowledge.It is the
urge to teach that has been responsible for taijiquan’s being passed down from generation to
generation. A master earns respect from sharing his knowledge with his students. Through his
teaching and research, he also gains the friendship of those who share his interest and
enthusiasm.If you are hoping and planning to become a taijiquan master, there are several
points that you should always remember:1. Know the HistoryHistory is experience. If you do not
know the past, you will be lost in the future. The past gives spiritual stimulation. From the past,
you know your source and root. Knowing the history of taijiquan is the obligation of every



practitioner who is willing to carry the responsibility of continuing the long tradition of the art.A
desire to know the history of the art indicates enthusiasm and a depth of interest in the art that
will lead to profound knowledge. Remember, history is like a mirror that helps you to see
yourself. It shows you the right way to the future.2. Know the Theory and PrinciplesEvery martial
style is based on its own theory and principles. Taijiquan has its own unique principles, and if
you disobey them, you are no longer doing taijiquan. Fortunately, these theories and principles
have been passed down for generations through oral instruction or written documents. In order
to be qualified as a taijiquan instructor, you must study all these documents and understand
them. They are presented in the book Tai Chi Chuan Martial Power, from YMAA Publication
Center, along with commentary.3. Know What You Are DoingOnce you know the history and
principles, you should ask yourself a few questions such as the following: Have I practiced these
martial applications long enough so that I can use them naturally whenever necessary? Do I
have a good training schedule for my students and myself ? How well do I know what I am
doing? All in all, am I qualified to be a taijiquan master?If your answers to these questions are
negative, your teaching may earn you more shame than honor. When your qualifications are
limited, you must work to improve yourself and your teaching. Be humble, and keep researching
and pondering. Practice and discuss with your taijiquan friends, participate in seminars and
workshops, and most important of all, make friends with all taijiquan stylists. Never be afraid to
be humble and ask for other people’s ideas and experiences. When you practice, keep digging
and plowing, and never be satisfied with what you have already done. Look forward and not
behind, and one day, you will harvest more than others. Then you will become a master.4. Know
What Other Instructors Are DoingIn order to become a real master, you need to know not only
yourself, but also others. When you understand other styles, you can understand your own style
better and evaluate it more objectively. You can evaluate how good it is and where its limitations
are. Every style has its own specialties, so if you think some style is not as good as yours, it
might just be that your knowledge of that style is still shallow. Also, when you see a style that
seems better than yours, don’t give up your style for it. That would be throwing away all the time
and effort you have spent on it. After all, once you have invested a lot of time in this new style,
you may find that there is nothing beneath the surface glitter that initially attracted you. If you
believe that your style and your personal level of ability are superior to others, you must beware
of losing your humility, for this may cause you to lose your enthusiasm for learning.Sometimes
you may hear of a martial artist who has studied only ten years but claims to have mastered five
or even ten styles. Because it usually takes at least ten years of daily practice to master one
style, such a person has probably studied each style only very superficially. Consider carefully
whether you want to really master one or two styles, or whether you prefer learning a limited
portion of ten or more styles. It is best to pick a style you believe is best for you, and to dig in and
really learn it. If you learn one style to its fullest, you will be able to understand other styles more
deeply and will be able to add substantial elements from other styles.5. Know Your
StudentsKnowing your students is almost as important as knowing yourself. The questions you



must ask about each student are as follows: What is his motivation in learning taijiquan? Can I
trust this student? Is this student patient and persevering enough to fulfill his goals? If I teach
him, will I be wasting my time? When this student has finished learning from me, will he continue
his study from other sources? Will he become a good master in the future? Does he have good
morality?You must ask yourself these questions before you invest time and energy in any
student. A student must first show interest, enthusiasm, respect, and loyalty. Then he must
demonstrate strong will, patience, and perseverance to carry on the training. In other words, a
student must show that he is worthy of your trust and teaching. In Chinese martial society, there
is a saying: “A student will look for a good master for three years, and a master will test a student
for three years.” It is also said: “A master would prefer to spend ten years finding a good and
trustworthy student instead of spending three years teaching ten untrustworthy students.” When
you teach a good student, he will pass down the art correctly. You can share your knowledge
without hesitation, and can research and discuss with him without worrying that you may be
betrayed. Sometimes a student, once he has finished learning from a master, starts to criticize or
even scoff at his master in public. He does not realize that he is betraying his own root and
foundation. Therefore, when you choose a student, you must be very cautious. A moral student
will teach honestly, correctly, and loyally. He will pass down the traditional art correctly, but he will
also add his own creative ideas. An immoral student will just hurt society and downgrade the
martial art.1-3. How to Use This BookAs mentioned before, this book explains only the martial
applications of the Yang style using large forms and low postures, and so they are not
necessarily directly applicable to the taijiquan style you have learned. Despite that, this book can
still offer you a number of benefits. First, this book can give you the inspiration to investigate the
applications in your style. Second, because the basic defense principles and theories are the
same in every style, you may learn to analyze the forms in your own system and discover the
applications. This book may also offer some insights into the higher levels of your style. Third,
once you understand the martial applications in the Yang style, the similarities and differences
may help you to better understand your own style.In order to learn the trick of the martial
applications of taijiquan, you must know how to analyze the postures. Once you have learned
this, you can then apply the same basic principles and theories to any style. This is what is
known as learning how to change a rock into a piece of gold instead of just taking the gold, and it
is what separates a master from the average martial artist.When you analyze a technique, you
should keep the following in mind:Perceive what.Know how.Understand why.Predict when.To
really master the art, you should observe the following:Discuss with your partners and
ponder.Practice from slow to fast.Seek the applications in your own style.Continue to research
and ponder for the rest of your life.Experiment with the techniques you have studied and
analyzed.Chapter 2: Analysis of Taijiquan Techniques2-1. IntroductionBefore we analyze the
Yang-style taijiquan sequence, we would first like you to understand how martial sequences are
created and what purposes they serve. Sometimes people who lack this understanding tend to
view the taijiquan sequence as a dance or abstract movement. A proper understanding of the



root of the art will help you practice in the most effective way.A martial sequence is a
combination of many techniques, constructed in the imagination of the creator to resemble a real
fight. The creator of a sequence must be an expert in the style and experienced enough to see
the advantages and disadvantages of a form, technique, or even just a step or stance. Within a
martial sequence are hidden the secret techniques of a specific style. Chinese martial
sequences contain two or three levels of fighting techniques. The first level is the obvious
applications of the movements, and contains the fundamentals of the style.The second level is
deeper and is usually not obvious in the movements of a sequence. For example, a form might
contain a false stance at a particular spot. This stance allows the practitioner to kick when
necessary, but this kick may not actually be done in the sequence. Experienced martial artists
can usually see through to this second level of applications.The third level is the hardest to see,
but it usually contains the most effective techniques of the style. These third-level techniques
often require more movement or steps than are actually shown in the sequence, and must be
explained and analyzed by the master himself. Therefore, a Chinese martial sequence has
several purposes:A sequence is used to preserve the essence of a style and its techniques. It is
just like a textbook that is the foundation of your knowledge of a style.A sequence is used to train
a practitioner in the particular techniques of a style. When a student regularly practices a
sequence, he can master the techniques and build a good foundation in his style.A sequence is
used to train a student’s patience, endurance, and strength, as well as stances, movements, and
jing ( ) (i.e., martial power).A sequence is also used to help the student build a sense of enemy.
From routinely practicing with an imaginary opponent, you can make the techniques alive and
effective in a real fight.The taijiquan sequence was created for these same purposes. However,
as an internal style, it also trains the coordination of breath with qi, and qi with movement. For
this reason, taijiquan training is slow in the beginning and then gradually incorporates
speed.Even though Yang-style taijiquan has many different versions that can have 24, 37, 81,
88, 105, or more postures (depending, in part, upon the method of counting), it actually contains
only 37 to 40 fundamental martial techniques. These fundamental techniques form the basis of
more than 250 martial applications. Within the sequence, many postures or fundamental
techniques are repeated one or more times. There are several reasons for this:To increase the
number of times you practice the techniques that are considered more important and useful.
This, naturally, will help you learn and master them more quickly. For example, wardoff (peng,  ),
rollback (lu,  ), press (ji,  ), and push (an,  ), which are considered the most basic fighting
forms, are repeated eight times in the long sequence.To increase the duration of practice for
each sequence. When early taijiquan practitioners found that the original short sequence was
not long enough to satisfy their exercise and practice needs, they naturally increased the time of
practice by repeating some of the forms. Doing this lengthened sequence once in the morning
and/or evening is usually sufficient for health purposes. However, if you also intend to practice
taijiquan for martial purposes, you should perform the sequence continuously three times, both
morning and evening if possible. The first time is for warming up, the second is for qi



transportation training, and the third time is for relaxed recovery.As mentioned before, there are
more than 250 martial techniques within the taijiquan sequence. These techniques are divided
into three main categories: downing the enemy (i.e., wrestling) (shuai,  ), joint locking (qin na or
chin na,   ), and cavity strike (ti, da,    ). In fact, almost all Chinese martial art styles train these
three categories, but taijiquan remains unique in that it specializes in doing them with relaxed
muscles. This relaxation increases your sensitivity to the opponent’s movement and intentions,
which allows you to use the soft against the hard and to conquer strength with weakness.
Because of its qi support and soft jing training, muscular strength becomes unimportant. It is for
this reason that taijiquan’s martial applications are much harder to understand and train. A
qualified master is almost a necessity to lead the student to an understanding of the techniques
and of the coordination of jing and qi with the techniques.It is impossible to keep all the
techniques in your conscious mind. In order to learn these techniques well enough to use them
correctly and automatically, you must learn how to analyze and dissect them. You must learn
how to figure out why a technique is done a particular way, and you must learn how to evaluate
your options when your opponent makes a particular move. For example, when your opponent
raises his arm to block, you should be familiar with the various techniques available to you, and
you must understand why you should do this particular technique and not that one.If you
continue your analysis under a good instructor, you will be able to grasp the key to taijiquan
martial applications, and will then find it unnecessary to memorize all the techniques. This is
what is called “Learning the trick of changing a rock into a piece of gold, instead of just taking
the gold.” The first way is alive and unlimited; the latter is dead and limited. Once you have
learned the trick of analysis from your instructor, you will then be able to continue to develop and
learn on your own.In this chapter, the thirty-seven fundamental taijiquan techniques will be
analyzed and discussed. It is impossible to list all the possible applications of each technique.
The examples, which include techniques from all three levels, are meant only to guide the
interested taijiquan martial artist to the gate. To pass beyond this point and enter the temple
requires that you continue to study and research on your own.The next section of this chapter
will discuss the principles of taijiquan martial application. This section will help you lay the
foundation of knowledge for the martial techniques. The last section will analyze and discuss
possible applications for each taijiquan form in the sequence.2-2. General Principles of Taijiquan
TechniquesIn Chinese martial arts, the fighting techniques can usually be classified into three
categories: downing the enemy (shuai jiao,   ) (i.e., Chinese wrestling), joint locking (qin na or
chin na,   ), and cavity strike (dian xue,   ) (i.e., kicking and punching to cavities, ti and da,    ).
Many techniques are a combination of two of these categories. Very often, one category will be
used immediately after another. For example, qin na control is very often used together with
downing the enemy to make the technique especially effective, and cavity strike is often used
immediately thereafter.Downing the Enemy (Shuai Jiao,   )Downing the enemy techniques
destroy the opponent’s balance and either cause him to fall or bounce him away. This category
includes trips, takedowns, and throws, as well as pushes. To down the opponent, you must first



be able to sense his jing; then you must understand his weighting and where his center of mass
is, as well as the direction in which he is most easily uprooted. You can either use his jing against
him or neutralize it and follow with techniques to make him lose his balance. To do these
techniques effectively, you must have a firm root. If you do not have a strong root, how can you
destroy your opponent’s root and make him fall? Second, you must be familiar with listening
(ting,  ), understanding (dong,  ), neutralizing (hua,  ), leading (yin,  ), controlling (na,  ), and
rollback (lu,  ) jing. Third, your body must be centered and move as a unit so that you can
efficiently use your power.Making the opponent fall is a fighting strategy used more for a friendly
and/or unarmed opponent, and it is commonly used in pushing-hands competition. Another way
to make the opponent fall is to use jing to bounce him away and force him to fall. This strategy is
more offensive and is more likely to cause injury. In order to bounce the opponent, in addition to
the above conditions you must also know several different kinds of emitting jin such as wardoff
(peng,  ), press (ji,  ), and push (an,  ). It takes a long time to become skillful in these
applications.Qin Na (or Chin Na,   )Qin na is a way to immobilize the opponent by controlling
one or more of his joints. This joint control can be classified into two major strategies. One is
called “misplacing the bones” (cuo gu,   ), and the other is called “dividing the muscles” (fen jin,
  ). Joints are connected with ligament and muscles. When a joint is bent at an abnormal angle,
the ligaments are torn where they connect to the bone, causing extreme pain. If bent beyond a
certain limit, the joint will pop out (i.e., be misplaced). Also, when the joint is bent and twisted,
the muscles in that area are overstressed, which also causes significant pain. After a certain
point, the muscle tissue will be divided and damaged.Qin na control plays an important role in
taijiquan. These techniques are usually applied immediately after the opponent’s jing is
neutralized. Qin na techniques are also commonly used in pushing-hands competition. For more
qin na theory, the reader should refer to the author’s books Analysis of Shaolin Chin Na, 2nd
edition; Comprehensive Applications of Shaolin Chin Na; and Tai Chi Chin Na, by YMAA
Publication Center ().Cavity Strike (Dian Xue,   )Cavity strike is an attacking method in which a
martial artist uses his jing or qi to strike the opponent’s acupuncture cavities in order to control or
kill him. In the human body there are 108 acupuncture cavities (out of more than 700 available)
that can be used for martial purposes. When struck, 36 of these 108 cavities can be fatal, and
the remaining 72 can cause numbness, fainting, or pain. Some of these cavities, when struck,
will cause the breath to be sealed. Others will close an artery and affect the transportation of
blood and oxygen to the brain. The others, when struck, can cause organ failure and even death.
In order to make the cavity strike effective, the jing or qi must be strong, the strike must be
accurate, and the time of striking must be right. This is the highest level of martial arts. Because
of the killing potential of cavity strikes, this category is usually forbidden in pushing-hands or
taijiquan free-fighting competition.In addition to acupuncture cavities, organs are also targeted.
The most common targets are the eyes, liver, and kidneys.2-3. Analysis of Taijiquan
TechniquesIn this section we will analyze each form in the taijiquan sequence and discuss some
of the possible martial applications. It is our hope that the reader develops an understanding of



how to analyze techniques. Understanding how to analyze techniques is the trick that turns the
rock into gold, which is preferable to just obtaining the gold itself. There are many possible
applications for each form, and it is almost impossible to list every one of them. As your taijiquan
knowledge and ability increase, your ability to analyze will also increase. For this reason, your
application of a form might be different over a period of time. If you study this book and discuss
every aspect with your training partners, you will learn how to analyze techniques and will have
the chance to eventually master taijiquan applications.Many of the applications of the forms
have been hidden in the names of the forms. An example is pick up needle from sea bottom (hai
di lao zhen,     ). In Chinese, the perineum is called the sea bottom (hai di,   ), and a main
application of the form is to attack the groin. In order to help you catch these hidden and implied
applications, we will translate the Chinese name of each form before analyzing the applications.
Many of the common translations of names of forms do not match the original Chinese meaning.
Also, in some cases, the meaning of a name is obscure. This may be due to changes brought
about by centuries of oral transmission, where discrepancies have arisen due to such factors as
limited understanding and differences in dialects.There are many styles of taijiquan. After so
many hundreds of years of teaching and research, many different concepts, ideas, and
understandings have evolved. For this reason, even though different styles may have similar
forms with similar names, the applications may not be the same. Despite this, however, they
must all follow the same general rules and principles; otherwise, the techniques would not be
effective.The reader should also understand that the taijiquan sequence does not contain all the
taijiquan martial techniques. The techniques in the sequence only serve as an introduction to
help the practitioner understand the foundation and principles. After you understand all these
applications, you should then study more advanced techniques from pushing hands and the two-
person fighting set. In this section, we will use the forms from the long Yang style that has low
stances and large postures. Each posture will be briefly described before the techniques are
discussed. For details and continuity, please refer to the author’s taijiquan books and DVDs by
YMAA Publication Center ().Yang-Style Taijiquan Techniques1. Grasp Sparrow’s Tail: Right and
Left (Lan Que Wei,    )Grasp sparrow’s tail in Chinese is lan que wei. Lan means grasp or seize.
This implies that when you apply this technique, you not only intercept your opponent’s strike but
also grasp him. A sparrow’s tail is very light and fragile, and also sensitive and mobile. Therefore,
when you grasp the sparrow’s tail, you must be cautious and sensitive, and you cannot use
muscular strength. You must lead your enemy’s attack lightly and skillful into a bad position
where you can do the technique. In the taijiquan sequence, there are two forms of grasp
sparrow’s tail: right and left. However, the left form should be the follow-up to the right form, and
so some taijiquan masters would prefer to refer to the left grasp sparrow’s tail as diagonal flying
(left).Movements:To do grasp sparrow’s tail to the right, move your right hand upward, with your
left hand near the inside of your right elbow, and at the same time move your left leg close to the
right with just the toes of the left foot touching the ground. To do the left side, step your left leg
backward and turn your body left so that you face to the rear in a mountain-climbing stance. As



you turn your body, your right hand moves down and your left hand moves up.Grasp sparrow’s
tail: right (you lan que wei).Grasp sparrow’s tail: left (zuo lan que wei), also known as diagonal
flying left.Analysis:Your right hand moves up to intercept the opponent’s punch and lift it upward,
exposing his chest to your attack. Your left hand is ready to protect your chest or control his
elbow. Moving the left leg close to the right leg during deflection closes your groin area and
protects the groin from a kick. Only the toes of the left foot touch the ground, and there is no
weight on it, which allows you to kick anytime you want. Grasp sparrow’s tail: right deflects the
opponent’s punch and also sets him up for your attack. In the sequence, the left form is done in
the opposite direction, though in an actual application it would be done facing the same
direction. For example, you can step back if your opponent continues his attack, or you can step
forward to attack, using your left leg to block the opponent’s leg and prevent his retreat. There
are two keys to making this technique effective. First, after your right hand has intercepted the
opponent’s punch, you must immediately grab his arm. Second, when your left hand raises up to
attack, your right hand must move down to balance your jing.Downing the EnemyApplication 1If
the opponent punches with his right hand, deflect his arm upward.Turn down your right hand to
control his wrist as you step your left leg behind his right leg.Next use wardoff jing (peng,  ) with
your left arm to the side to make him fall.The trick to making your opponent fall is to execute
wardoff sideways with your left arm and at the same time push the opponent’s right thigh with
your left thigh in order to break his root.Application 2Once you have deflected your opponent’s
arm upward, you can then pluck down and at the same time step your left leg behind his right
leg, placing your left thigh close to or touching his right thigh.At the same time, place your left
arm against his right arm to immobilize it.When all of this is set up, use your wardoff jing to
bounce him away or make him fall.Application 3Deflect your opponent’s right-hand attack,
upward, and then pluck it down.Step your left leg behind his right leg, with your thigh touching
his thigh to prevent him from stepping backward.Next hit or push him with your shoulder under
his armpit.Application 4Deflect your opponent’s right-hand attack, upward.Pluck his arm down
and grasp his wrist with your left hand, and slide your right hand toward his elbow. While you are
doing this, place your left foot on the floor and then step your right foot behind his right foot, with
your thigh touching his thigh.Once you have your opponent in this position, immediately pull his
arm down and at the same time bounce your thigh back to make him fall.Qin Na
ControlApplication 1Deflect your opponent’s attack, upward.Next turn down your right hand to
grasp his wrist, and at the same time control his elbow with your left hand.Step your left leg in
front of his right leg, with the back of your thigh touching his knee or thigh, and push his elbow
forward as you pull his hand backward.Take him to the floor by pulling him forward as you slide
your left foot backward. This is a combination of qin na control and downing the
enemy.Application 2Deflect your opponent’s right punch, upward.Grasp his wrist with your right
hand and pull downward, and at the same time step your left foot behind his right leg. While you
are doing this, also place your left arm under his armpit and control his body and left arm.Control
his right arm by holding it tight across your chest. Once you have set up this position, bow



forward and use your left shoulder to press down the back of the opponent’s
shoulder.Application 3Deflect the opponent’s punch, upward.Grasp his right wrist and pull it
down as you step your left leg behind his right leg.At the same time, move your left hand toward
his neck and circle backward to hold his neck.As in the last technique, use your chest to control
the opponent’s elbow and immobilize his right arm. If you move your left leg forward as you pull
his head back, you can easily make him fall.Application 4Deflect the opponent’s right punch,
upward.Grasp his right wrist and pull down as you grasp his right elbow with your left hand. Then
step your right leg behind his right leg, and at the same time slide your right hand up to his
throat.Once you have set up this position, bounce your thigh backward to break the opponent’s
root and push your right hand downward to bring him to the ground. This is a combination of qin
na control and downing the enemy.Application 5When you deflect your opponent’s attack
upward, slide your left hand up along your right arm and grasp his right hand.Next circle your
right elbow over and behind his arm and down to lock his elbow, and then up to lock both his
wrist and elbow. You can also sweep your right leg backward to make him fall.Cavity Strike or
Striking the Vital PointsThis category of applications can actually be easier than the other two.
Usually downing the enemy and qin na control take longer to apply than a strike, and so your
enemy has more time to sense and react to your attack. If you can apply these two categories of
applications easily, you should have little difficulty with striking because there are so many
important targets. However, striking acupuncture cavities is considerably more difficult than
hitting organs or other vital areas. First, you must know the correct location and depth of the
cavities you wish to strike. Second, you must know the time of day when the cavities are
vulnerable. Because cavity strikes can easily hurt or kill people, the locations and vulnerable
times of the cavities are usually kept secret. Here we will show some of the possible
strikes.Application 1Deflect your opponent’s attack, upward.Seal his elbow with your left hand to
block further action, then slide your right hand under his arm.You can then strike the opponent’s
chest with your fist.Application 2Deflect your opponent’s attack, upward.Set up your striking
position by sealing your opponent’s elbow with your left hand to block further action.Step your
right leg behind the opponent’s right leg and at the same time strike with your elbow.Application
3Deflect your opponent’s attack.Seal his elbow with your left hand to block further attack.Step
your left leg behind his right leg, with your thigh touching his thigh to prevent him from stepping
backward.Use your elbow to strike his chest.Application 4In grasp sparrow’s tail: right, only the
toes of your left foot touch the floor, so your left leg is alive and can be used for sudden attacks.
In this application, after you have deflected the opponent’s attack, grasp his right wrist with your
right hand and step kick his right knee with your left foot.Application 5Deflect your opponent’s
strike.Stick to his arm and circle it downward to expose his chest.Control his right hand with your
left hand, and strike his chest with your right fist.2. Wardoff (Peng,  )The Chinese word for
wardoff is peng. Peng means to arc your arms and use them to push or bounce something away.
It is used in expressions like peng kai (  ) (push open or push away), which refers to the motion
you would use to wade through a crowd and bounce people out of your way. In taijiquan, anytime



you use your arm to push someone or something away, it is called peng.In the taijiquan
sequence, you prepare for peng by rotating your body to the left, drawing your right leg in, next to
the left leg with the toes of the right foot touching the floor, and raising your left arm and lowering
your right arm so they look as if you are holding a large ball. Then you step back with your right
leg, turn on the heels one at a time toward the opposite direction, and rotate your body forward,
raising your right arm and lowering your left. In the applications you will not turn to the opposite
direction.Movements:Analysis:You can use your left forearm to intercept the opponent’s left or
right punch. After you deflect, your enemy’s chest will be exposed for your strike. You can also
use your left arm to deflect the opponent’s attack and lead him into an unbalanced position, and
then bounce him away with your right arm. When your right leg moves close to your left leg, it
protects the groin from attack, and is also set up for kicking. When you use peng to bounce your
enemy, treat yourself like a beach ball bouncing an outside pressure away. Also, when you
bounce, your direction should be forward and slightly upward to pull the enemy’s root up so that
he will move more easily.Downing the EnemyApplication 1Deflect the opponent’s right-hand
strike with your left hand.Next step forward with your right leg and use your right forearm to
bounce away the opponent.Application 2The same application can also be used if your
opponent strikes with his left hand.Deflect the left-hand strike with your left hand.Next step
forward to bounce him away.Application 3Deflect the opponent’s left-handed attack. Grasp his
wrist and pull it down. Use your right forearm to press down on his elbow.If your opponent
attempts to pull back from your grasp, follow his motion and use your right forearm to bounce
him away.Application 4Qin na techniques are often used in coordination with downing the enemy
or cavity-strike techniques to increase their effectiveness.Deflect the opponent’s punch with your
left hand.Lock his elbow with your right hand.Continue to coil your right hand up to his shoulder,
and place your left forearm on his side.Use your control of his arm to bend him forward, and
when he resists and tries to pull back, use left wardoff to bounce him away.Qin Na
ControlApplication 1Deflect the opponent’s right punch with your left hand, place your right hand
under his elbow and rotate both your hands counterclockwise.Continue the counterclockwise
rotation until your opponent is in the position shown. At this time, if you desire you can use your
right wardoff to bounce him away.Application 2Your opponent grasps your right wrist with his
right hand.Fake an attack to his eyes with your left hand. Your opponent will naturally block with
his left hand to protect his eyes.Use your left hand to pluck his left arm downward over his right
arm, and raise your right arm and execute wardoff to lock both his arms.Cavity Strike or Striking
the Vital PointsAll the applications shown above can be used as a strike. However, when wardoff
is used for striking, a shorter jing is used. There is an additional application that is set up in the
sequence but not actually done. When you deflect in the beginning of wardoff, your right foot
touches the ground with the toes only. Your weight is off the foot and it can easily
kick.Application 1Deflect your opponent’s strike.Use your right foot to kick the opponent’s
groin.3. Rollback (Lu,  )Rollback in Chinese is called lu. Lu means to rotate, lead, or pull. It is
commonly used in expressions like lu kai (  ) (to pull open) or lu dao (  ) (to pull



down).Movements:In the taijiquan sequence, rollback has two major applications: small rollback
(xiao lu,   ) and large rollback (da lu,   ).Small Rollback. First lift your right forearm up and circle
your hand clockwise. Then, with your elbow down, shift your weight to the rear and sit on your
rear leg in a four-six stance (si liu bu,    ), while turning your body so that your arms draw back
slightly to your left.Large Rollback. Circle your right hand, then shift your weight to the rear and
sit on your rear leg in a four-six stance, while turning your body to draw your hand back with the
elbow down toward your left side. The main points of difference between this move and small
rollback are that the lead hand can circle in either direction, you sit back a little further, and you
turn your body more.Analysis:The first part of this form is used to intercept and connect to the
opponent’s arm. Once you have connected, you then execute rollback to lead his force sideward
and past you. When you do small rollback, the movements are small and quick with the intent of
exposing your opponent’s vital cavities to attack. Large rollback is a larger move that is
commonly used to pull the opponent’s center and make him lose balance so that you can attack.
It is frequently used with a step backward. In order for your rollback to be effective, you must
have a firm root and good listening, understanding, adhering and sticking, and leading
jing.Downing the Enemy: Small RollbackApplication 1Use your forearm to intercept your
opponent’s attack.After you connect, immediately execute rollback and lead his arm back and to
your side.If you pull strongly to your left, you can make your opponent lose his balance.
Alternatively, right after your rollback, immediately hop your rear leg forward and place your right
leg behind the opponent’s right leg.Once you have set up this position, pull his arm sideward and
downward and at the same time bounce your knee or thigh backward to uproot the opponent’s
front foot and make him fall.Application 2Use your forearm to intercept your opponent’s attack.
Execute rollback to your left.Hop forward and place your right leg behind the opponent’s right
leg.Circle your right arm around his neck and press him down.Application 3Use your forearm to
intercept your opponent’s attack. Execute rollback to your left.Circle your right hand behind the
opponent’s right elbow and lock his arm.Immediately hop your rear leg forward and use your
front leg to sweep his right leg and make him fall.Qin Na Control: Small RollbackApplication
1Use your forearm to intercept your opponent’s attack. Execute rollback to your left.Circle your
right arm and step your right leg behind the opponent’s right leg. Your left hand should control his
right wrist.Continue the motion by stepping your left leg behind him, and place your right hand
on his shoulder.Shift your weight forward and press down with both hands.Cavity Strike or
Striking the Vital Points: Small RollbackApplication 1Use your forearm to intercept your
opponent’s attack. Execute rollback to your left.The rollback will expose the front of your
opponent’s body. You can strike his armpit.You can also target his solar plexus, throat, or other
vital cavities.Application 2Use your forearm to intercept your opponent’s attack. Execute rollback
to your left.DR. YANG, JWING-MINGTai Chi Chuan Martial ApplicationsADVANCED YANG
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the AuthorForeword By Grandmaster Liang, Tung-TsaiEven though Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming (   ) is
still a young man, he has accomplished a great deal. He has earned a Ph.D. degree and has
intensively studied and mastered the martial arts, both the hard and soft styles, along with
forming the Yang’s Martial Arts Association (YMAA) and compiling many valuable books.Dr.
Yang surely follows in the footsteps of the Yang style founder, Yang Lu-Chan (   ), who also first
studied the Shaolin hard styles and then later studied and mastered the soft style of T’ai Chi
Ch’uan. Dr. Yang stimulates this tradition, which will surely bear the fruit of high achievement
within the martial arts for him. Although Dr. Yang and myself have not personally met before, we
both share a common affinity, that is, we both learned the Shaolin Chin Na from the same
teacher, Master Han, Ching-Tang (   ).After receiving this second Volume of Advanced Yang
Style Tai Chi Chuan: Martial Applications (New Title: Tai Chi Chuan Martial Applications), I am
indeed impressed. Both volumes one and two lay a solid foundation for the internal and self-
defense applications of T’ai Chi Ch’uan. Everybody should read his books. So I am honored that
I am writing this foreword to his new book. My two favorite students, Stuart Alve Olson and
Jonathan Russell, both of whom have a friendship with Dr. Yang, originally presented me with
the idea of writing a few words of introduction to this book. It is also my understanding that
Jonathan Russell was instrumental in helping Dr. Yang become established in Boston shortly
after I left that city to semi-retirement. So now it is my turn to help establish his book. It is my
sincere hope that everybody learns something from Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming in order to get some



benefit from his intensive study and practice of the martial arts. He is a youth of great promise!
By constantly studying and practicing the martial arts, in the near future Dr. Yang will reach the
highest level, and then at once his name will be well known all over the world. Now let us rub our
eyes and see!Tung-Tsai Liang (   )May, 1986Foreword By Grandmaster Liang, Tung-TsaiEven
though Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming (   ) is still a young man, he has accomplished a great deal. He
has earned a Ph.D. degree and has intensively studied and mastered the martial arts, both the
hard and soft styles, along with forming the Yang’s Martial Arts Association (YMAA) and
compiling many valuable books.Dr. Yang surely follows in the footsteps of the Yang style founder,
Yang Lu-Chan (   ), who also first studied the Shaolin hard styles and then later studied and
mastered the soft style of T’ai Chi Ch’uan. Dr. Yang stimulates this tradition, which will surely
bear the fruit of high achievement within the martial arts for him. Although Dr. Yang and myself
have not personally met before, we both share a common affinity, that is, we both learned the
Shaolin Chin Na from the same teacher, Master Han, Ching-Tang (   ).After receiving this
second Volume of Advanced Yang Style Tai Chi Chuan: Martial Applications (New Title: Tai Chi
Chuan Martial Applications), I am indeed impressed. Both volumes one and two lay a solid
foundation for the internal and self-defense applications of T’ai Chi Ch’uan. Everybody should
read his books. So I am honored that I am writing this foreword to his new book. My two favorite
students, Stuart Alve Olson and Jonathan Russell, both of whom have a friendship with Dr.
Yang, originally presented me with the idea of writing a few words of introduction to this book. It
is also my understanding that Jonathan Russell was instrumental in helping Dr. Yang become
established in Boston shortly after I left that city to semi-retirement. So now it is my turn to help
establish his book. It is my sincere hope that everybody learns something from Dr. Yang, Jwing-
Ming in order to get some benefit from his intensive study and practice of the martial arts. He is a
youth of great promise! By constantly studying and practicing the martial arts, in the near future
Dr. Yang will reach the highest level, and then at once his name will be well known all over the
world. Now let us rub our eyes and see!Tung-Tsai Liang (   )May, 1986Preface (First Edition,
1986)In Volume 1 of Advanced Yang Style Tai Chi Chuan (re-titled: Tai Chi Chuan Martial Power,
3rd Edition) we discussed the most important part of taijiquan: the principles and theory. We also
translated and discussed the ancient Chinese poetry and songs that contain the accumulated
experience and understanding of dozens of generations of taijiquan masters. The taijiquan
beginner usually finds it very difficult to understand the deeper meaning of these writings, but as
you accumulate experience you will gradually begin to grasp these keys. Therefore, you should
continue to study and ponder, and one day you will understand the real value of these written
secrets.A major part of the theory of taijiquan’s martial applications is involved with the use of
jing ( ). Hopefully Tai Chi Chuan Martial Power has given you a good understanding of this
subject. The theory of jing and its training methods have been kept secret for centuries. Tai Chi
Chuan Martial Power is the first extensive discussion of this subject in English. I sincerely hope it
will open the door to the research and study of jing, and make the general public aware of this
neglected aspect of taijiquan.If you understand the principles and theory of taijiquan and its jing,



but do not know the martial techniques, your martial art is still half empty. It is as if you had
learned how a car works, but not how to drive it. It cannot be denied that understanding the
theory will help you to progress faster. However, since every form in the sequence was carefully
designed to most efficiently attack and defend, you will also profit greatly from researching the
application of each form to discover its potential and why it was designed just so. Once you have
learned the martial applications, you still are not ready to use then in a real fight. You are in the
position of someone who knows how to drive a car, but does not yet have any actual experience.
In order to make the techniques usable, you must constantly practice them with a partner.
Pushing hands and the fighting set were designed to resemble a real fight, and they give you the
opportunity to apply the principles and theories you have learned. It is through this kind of mutual
interaction of theory and practice that you become a taijiquan martial artist.In this book,
applications for every taijiquan form will be discussed in Chapter 2. This will lay the foundation of
your knowledge of the martial aspect of taijiquan. Chapter 3 discusses the theory and training of
pushing hands, and presents some of the martial applications that can be drawn from the
movements of this exercise. Taiji ball training, which is commonly used to train certain jing, is
also included in this chapter. Once you have obtained the fundamental keys of pushing hands,
you will want to practice the taijiquan fighting set in Chapter 4. This set resembles real fighting,
and it teaches you to set up your strategies as well as gives you further experience in the
applications. Finally, Chapter 5 will discuss the general rules and methods of fighting strategy,
which will help you to further improve yourself through your own practice and research.Dr. Yang,
Jwing-Ming1986Preface (First Edition, 1986)In Volume 1 of Advanced Yang Style Tai Chi Chuan
(re-titled: Tai Chi Chuan Martial Power, 3rd Edition) we discussed the most important part of
taijiquan: the principles and theory. We also translated and discussed the ancient Chinese
poetry and songs that contain the accumulated experience and understanding of dozens of
generations of taijiquan masters. The taijiquan beginner usually finds it very difficult to
understand the deeper meaning of these writings, but as you accumulate experience you will
gradually begin to grasp these keys. Therefore, you should continue to study and ponder, and
one day you will understand the real value of these written secrets.A major part of the theory of
taijiquan’s martial applications is involved with the use of jing ( ). Hopefully Tai Chi Chuan Martial
Power has given you a good understanding of this subject. The theory of jing and its training
methods have been kept secret for centuries. Tai Chi Chuan Martial Power is the first extensive
discussion of this subject in English. I sincerely hope it will open the door to the research and
study of jing, and make the general public aware of this neglected aspect of taijiquan.If you
understand the principles and theory of taijiquan and its jing, but do not know the martial
techniques, your martial art is still half empty. It is as if you had learned how a car works, but not
how to drive it. It cannot be denied that understanding the theory will help you to progress faster.
However, since every form in the sequence was carefully designed to most efficiently attack and
defend, you will also profit greatly from researching the application of each form to discover its
potential and why it was designed just so. Once you have learned the martial applications, you



still are not ready to use then in a real fight. You are in the position of someone who knows how
to drive a car, but does not yet have any actual experience. In order to make the techniques
usable, you must constantly practice them with a partner. Pushing hands and the fighting set
were designed to resemble a real fight, and they give you the opportunity to apply the principles
and theories you have learned. It is through this kind of mutual interaction of theory and practice
that you become a taijiquan martial artist.In this book, applications for every taijiquan form will be
discussed in Chapter 2. This will lay the foundation of your knowledge of the martial aspect of
taijiquan. Chapter 3 discusses the theory and training of pushing hands, and presents some of
the martial applications that can be drawn from the movements of this exercise. Taiji ball training,
which is commonly used to train certain jing, is also included in this chapter. Once you have
obtained the fundamental keys of pushing hands, you will want to practice the taijiquan fighting
set in Chapter 4. This set resembles real fighting, and it teaches you to set up your strategies as
well as gives you further experience in the applications. Finally, Chapter 5 will discuss the
general rules and methods of fighting strategy, which will help you to further improve yourself
through your own practice and research.Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming1986Preface (Second Edition,
1996)After this book was first published in 1986, it significantly stimulated Western taijiquan
society. From this book and the book Tai Chi Chuan Martial Power 3rd Edition (formerly titled
Advanced Yang Style Tai Chi Chuan, Volume One), taijiquan practitioners in the West began to
reevaluate the meaning and the value of taijiquan. Not only that, countless taijiquan practitioners
began to search for the root and the essence of every movement in the form.If we trace the
origins of taijiquan, we see that it was created for self-defense. The health benefits were only a
side effect of this art. But because of taijiquan’s efficiency in maintaining health, it became one of
the most popular meditative relaxation exercises both in the East and the West. Unfortunately,
the martial applications of taijiquan were ignored in favor of the health aspects.The result of this
ignorance was the loss of the essence and the root of the original taijiquan. Only by
understanding the martial applications can the meaning of every movement be felt profoundly,
and the spirit of each posture be manifested correctly. Many readers have expressed that
through reading this book, they now understand the crucial concepts and theories of the martial
applications. From this understanding, they can apply what they have learned to the styles they
practice.You should understand that it does not matter which style of Chinese martial arts you
have learned. If you trace the original root of the art, the basic fighting principles and theory
remains the same. The Dao of self-defense is only one. According to a Chinese saying: “The
Dao is the one which threads through (i.e., mutual co-related)” (     ). This implies that the
universal rule of the Dao is the only rule. If you understand this Dao, you can apply it to
everything in this universe.Naturally, this Dao is understood as the theory and principle of yin ( )
and yang ( ). If you understand yin and yang thoroughly, you can apply it to anything in
nature.However, where does yin and yang originate? If we look at the Yi Jing (The Book of
Changes,   ), it is said: “What is taiji (i.e., grand ultimate)? It is originated from wuji (i.e., no
extremity) and is the mother of yin and yang.” From this you can see that taiji is between wuji and



yin and yang (two poles). Taiji is the force that makes wuji divide into yin and yang. When we
apply this idea into taijiquan, thinking becomes the motive force dividing the wuji into yin and
yang. Therefore, without the mind or thinking, the movements in taijiquan have no meaning. And
because taijiquan was conceived as a martial art, we see that this thinking or mind is the mind of
defense; in other words, a sense of enemy.In order to make every movement of taijiquan
meaningful, you must first know the martial applications. Only then can your thinking be clear
and the spirit of the form be manifested accurately. Therefore, if you are serious in searching out
the root and the essence of taijiquan, you must study the martial applications. Only then can
higher-level understanding be obtained.In this new edition there are a few revisions:In order to
match the Romanization system currently used in China, all of the Chinese words in English
follow the Pinyin system.A glossary has been added.Chinese words are included whenever it is
necessary.Since this book was first published, I have written twelve more books about qigong
and Chinese martial arts. Among them, a few titles are highly recommended to those readers
who are interested in learning more about Chinese taijiquan and qigong. These titles are:The
Root of Chinese Chi Kung. A clear, in-depth study of Chinese qigong practice. From this book,
you can develop a clear understanding of your taijiquan and qigong practice.The Essence of Tai
Chi Chi Kung. This book was written to help interested taijiquan practitioners understand the
inner side of taijiquan practice. From this book, you will be able to grasp the essence of taiji
qigong practice.Taiji Chin Na. Never before revealed to Western society, the grabbing and
seizing techniques (i.e., chin na) of taijiquan are presented. This book is for those taijiquan
practitioners who want to know more about the martial applications of taijiquan.The Essence of
Shaolin White Crane. Though the title of this book does not appear to be related to taijiquan, in
fact, this book contains the most complete theory of Chinese martial qigong training—from the
hard styles to the very soft styles, such as taijiquan. This book is highly recommended.I hope
this new edition brings you a better understanding of the essence of taijiquan. In order to
promote this art to its highest level, we need all talented and experienced taijiquan masters to
open their minds and share their knowledge through publications and instruction. Only then will
this profound art continue to grow, and be assured of a bright future.Dr. Yang, Jwing-
Ming1996Preface (Second Edition, 1996)After this book was first published in 1986, it
significantly stimulated Western taijiquan society. From this book and the book Tai Chi Chuan
Martial Power 3rd Edition (formerly titled Advanced Yang Style Tai Chi Chuan, Volume One),
taijiquan practitioners in the West began to reevaluate the meaning and the value of taijiquan.
Not only that, countless taijiquan practitioners began to search for the root and the essence of
every movement in the form.If we trace the origins of taijiquan, we see that it was created for self-
defense. The health benefits were only a side effect of this art. But because of taijiquan’s
efficiency in maintaining health, it became one of the most popular meditative relaxation
exercises both in the East and the West. Unfortunately, the martial applications of taijiquan were
ignored in favor of the health aspects.The result of this ignorance was the loss of the essence
and the root of the original taijiquan. Only by understanding the martial applications can the



meaning of every movement be felt profoundly, and the spirit of each posture be manifested
correctly. Many readers have expressed that through reading this book, they now understand the
crucial concepts and theories of the martial applications. From this understanding, they can
apply what they have learned to the styles they practice.You should understand that it does not
matter which style of Chinese martial arts you have learned. If you trace the original root of the
art, the basic fighting principles and theory remains the same. The Dao of self-defense is only
one. According to a Chinese saying: “The Dao is the one which threads through (i.e., mutual co-
related)” (     ). This implies that the universal rule of the Dao is the only rule. If you understand
this Dao, you can apply it to everything in this universe.Naturally, this Dao is understood as the
theory and principle of yin ( ) and yang ( ). If you understand yin and yang thoroughly, you can
apply it to anything in nature.However, where does yin and yang originate? If we look at the Yi
Jing (The Book of Changes,   ), it is said: “What is taiji (i.e., grand ultimate)? It is originated from
wuji (i.e., no extremity) and is the mother of yin and yang.” From this you can see that taiji is
between wuji and yin and yang (two poles). Taiji is the force that makes wuji divide into yin and
yang. When we apply this idea into taijiquan, thinking becomes the motive force dividing the wuji
into yin and yang. Therefore, without the mind or thinking, the movements in taijiquan have no
meaning. And because taijiquan was conceived as a martial art, we see that this thinking or
mind is the mind of defense; in other words, a sense of enemy.In order to make every movement
of taijiquan meaningful, you must first know the martial applications. Only then can your thinking
be clear and the spirit of the form be manifested accurately. Therefore, if you are serious in
searching out the root and the essence of taijiquan, you must study the martial applications.
Only then can higher-level understanding be obtained.In this new edition there are a few
revisions:In order to match the Romanization system currently used in China, all of the Chinese
words in English follow the Pinyin system.A glossary has been added.Chinese words are
included whenever it is necessary.In order to match the Romanization system currently used in
China, all of the Chinese words in English follow the Pinyin system.A glossary has been
added.Chinese words are included whenever it is necessary.Since this book was first published,
I have written twelve more books about qigong and Chinese martial arts. Among them, a few
titles are highly recommended to those readers who are interested in learning more about
Chinese taijiquan and qigong. These titles are:The Root of Chinese Chi Kung. A clear, in-depth
study of Chinese qigong practice. From this book, you can develop a clear understanding of your
taijiquan and qigong practice.The Essence of Tai Chi Chi Kung. This book was written to help
interested taijiquan practitioners understand the inner side of taijiquan practice. From this book,
you will be able to grasp the essence of taiji qigong practice.Taiji Chin Na. Never before revealed
to Western society, the grabbing and seizing techniques (i.e., chin na) of taijiquan are presented.
This book is for those taijiquan practitioners who want to know more about the martial
applications of taijiquan.The Essence of Shaolin White Crane. Though the title of this book does
not appear to be related to taijiquan, in fact, this book contains the most complete theory of
Chinese martial qigong training—from the hard styles to the very soft styles, such as taijiquan.



This book is highly recommended.The Root of Chinese Chi Kung. A clear, in-depth study of
Chinese qigong practice. From this book, you can develop a clear understanding of your
taijiquan and qigong practice.The Essence of Tai Chi Chi Kung. This book was written to help
interested taijiquan practitioners understand the inner side of taijiquan practice. From this book,
you will be able to grasp the essence of taiji qigong practice.Taiji Chin Na. Never before revealed
to Western society, the grabbing and seizing techniques (i.e., chin na) of taijiquan are presented.
This book is for those taijiquan practitioners who want to know more about the martial
applications of taijiquan.The Essence of Shaolin White Crane. Though the title of this book does
not appear to be related to taijiquan, in fact, this book contains the most complete theory of
Chinese martial qigong training—from the hard styles to the very soft styles, such as taijiquan.
This book is highly recommended.I hope this new edition brings you a better understanding of
the essence of taijiquan. In order to promote this art to its highest level, we need all talented and
experienced taijiquan masters to open their minds and share their knowledge through
publications and instruction. Only then will this profound art continue to grow, and be assured of
a bright future.Dr. Yang, Jwing-Ming1996Preface (Third Edition, 2016)Since this book was first
published in 1986, taijiquan development has truly entered a new era. In the 1980s, most
practitioners were only interested in health and consequently trained taijiquan only for relaxation.
However, another group of practitioners has since emerged, and they have been hungrily
searching for the hidden meanings and essence behind every taijiquan movement. They
realized that without this knowledge and understanding, taijiquan is reduced to nothing more
than a dance, a light exercise for relaxation, or a mere display of aesthetics. Although taijiquan
health practitioners still trump traditionalists in numbers, those searching for the deeper root of
the art have been steadily growing, especially in the last twenty years.Taijiquan means the “fist of
taiji.” The “taiji” in taijiquan is actually the mind, and quan, or “fist,” refers to the martial arts
aspect of the practice. Therefore, taijiquan actually means the “fist of the mind.” This is a crucial
key to understanding taijiquan practice as a whole. Only when the mind is relaxed can your body
be relaxed, and only when the body is relaxed can a practitioner truly realize the full potential of
the entire art. In martial arts society, the final stage of martial arts training is almost always of the
mind. This is because the mind is arguably the most difficult thing to master. One aspect that
must be trained is developing a realistic and practical sense of opponent. The mind must be able
to naturally sense an opponent and react appropriately with the right timing. All taijiquan
movements were created for either offense or defense, so sense of opponent is of the utmost
importance in taijiquan training. Sense of opponent raises spirit, focuses the mind, and allows qi
to be led strongly throughout the body for efficient and powerful physical manifestations. You can
see that without knowing the martial root of taijiquan (i.e., martial applications), the practice of
taijiquan will be shallow.Since the first edition of this book was published in 1986, countless
taijiquan practitioners have contacted me to express their appreciation to me for writing this
book and making it available to the general public. This motivated me to diligently continue my
research and practice, eventually leading me to write and publish more than three dozen books



and several instructional videos. I have been a martial arts author and teacher for more than forty
years now. These publications constitute my lifetime of practice thus far. I highly recommend
those who are interested in knowing more about taijiquan and qigong to take a look at my past
works. Although I am only able to publish a small fraction of the knowledge out there based on
my experience, I have seen many people reach what I consider to be a deep level of
understanding simply through a very disciplined regime of practice and reading. I hope to offer
everything that I can through my teachings, and I hope they will help you find your path in your
training.For this edition, I have double-checked that the concepts written in 1986 are still
accurate according to my understanding and experience over the past three decades. In
addition, I have added more Chinese characters in the text because the Chinese language has
become so popular in this new century.Dr. Yang, Jwing-MingYMAA California Retreat
CenterMay 18, 2015Preface (Third Edition, 2016)Since this book was first published in 1986,
taijiquan development has truly entered a new era. In the 1980s, most practitioners were only
interested in health and consequently trained taijiquan only for relaxation. However, another
group of practitioners has since emerged, and they have been hungrily searching for the hidden
meanings and essence behind every taijiquan movement. They realized that without this
knowledge and understanding, taijiquan is reduced to nothing more than a dance, a light
exercise for relaxation, or a mere display of aesthetics. Although taijiquan health practitioners
still trump traditionalists in numbers, those searching for the deeper root of the art have been
steadily growing, especially in the last twenty years.Taijiquan means the “fist of taiji.” The “taiji” in
taijiquan is actually the mind, and quan, or “fist,” refers to the martial arts aspect of the practice.
Therefore, taijiquan actually means the “fist of the mind.” This is a crucial key to understanding
taijiquan practice as a whole. Only when the mind is relaxed can your body be relaxed, and only
when the body is relaxed can a practitioner truly realize the full potential of the entire art. In
martial arts society, the final stage of martial arts training is almost always of the mind. This is
because the mind is arguably the most difficult thing to master. One aspect that must be trained
is developing a realistic and practical sense of opponent. The mind must be able to naturally
sense an opponent and react appropriately with the right timing. All taijiquan movements were
created for either offense or defense, so sense of opponent is of the utmost importance in
taijiquan training. Sense of opponent raises spirit, focuses the mind, and allows qi to be led
strongly throughout the body for efficient and powerful physical manifestations. You can see that
without knowing the martial root of taijiquan (i.e., martial applications), the practice of taijiquan
will be shallow.Since the first edition of this book was published in 1986, countless taijiquan
practitioners have contacted me to express their appreciation to me for writing this book and
making it available to the general public. This motivated me to diligently continue my research
and practice, eventually leading me to write and publish more than three dozen books and
several instructional videos. I have been a martial arts author and teacher for more than forty
years now. These publications constitute my lifetime of practice thus far. I highly recommend
those who are interested in knowing more about taijiquan and qigong to take a look at my past



works. Although I am only able to publish a small fraction of the knowledge out there based on
my experience, I have seen many people reach what I consider to be a deep level of
understanding simply through a very disciplined regime of practice and reading. I hope to offer
everything that I can through my teachings, and I hope they will help you find your path in your
training.For this edition, I have double-checked that the concepts written in 1986 are still
accurate according to my understanding and experience over the past three decades. In
addition, I have added more Chinese characters in the text because the Chinese language has
become so popular in this new century.Dr. Yang, Jwing-MingYMAA California Retreat
CenterMay 18, 2015Chapter 1: Introduction1-1. General IntroductionThe best way of studying a
profound scientific subject is through both theory and experiment. Theory is the foundation of
the entire study, and it is the theory that generates the principles and rules. These, in turn, lead
to the creation of a prototype model for experimentation, which shows whether the theory and
principles were accurate as originally stated. After many experiments and experiences, you can
then confirm the accuracy of the theory and, if necessary, go back to modify the theory and
principles. Again, you construct experiments based on the new modified theory and principles. It
might take you many repeated cycles of theoretical research and experimental study before you
can finally state your conclusions.The same principle applies to taijiquan (   ). Taiji (  ) is based
on the profound Daoist philosophies of yin ( )/yang ( ), and the bagua (  ), and it has been
refined over more than one thousand years of research, study, and experimentation by many
thousands of taijiquan martial artists. Even though a great deal has been passed down through
the generations by teaching and writing, many taijiquan masters still feel that they have not
learned the complete art. The more they dig, the deeper they feel the theory is. What is sad to
see today is that the available knowledge is gradually dying out. Most taijiquan practitioners are
more interested in the health aspect of taijiquan, rather than the martial side.Taijiquan was
originally created for martial purposes, and every form has its special martial applications. Many
different styles have been created over the years, and although they are based on the same
fundamental theory and principles, every style has its own characteristic specialties and
applications. For example, a taijiquan style that has large postures might have different
techniques and strategy than a style with small postures. However, regardless of the different
emphasis, principles such as using the soft against the hard never change.Learning the martial
applications in the taijiquan sequence is just like learning the functions of the equipment in a car.
After you have learned the function of everything in the car, you then take it for a drive and try
everything out. The same principle is followed in taijiquan. After you have learned the
techniques, you must experiment with them.The taijiquan solo sequence is the foundation of all
the martial techniques. Each movement or posture was carefully designed with the most
appropriate stance for the intended strategic action, whether defensive or offensive. If you
understand the applications and practice conscientiously, you will gain the necessary qi ( ) flow,
jing ( ) expression, mental calmness, and—most important of all—sense of enemy. Once you
understand taijiquan theory and principles and have mastered these techniques, you will need a



partner for practice and experimentation. Pushing hands is the first step in making the
applications alive and practical, and also introduces some applications that are not included in
the solo sequence. After you have practiced pushing hands for some time, you should start
training in a way that is more similar to a real fight. The two-person fighting set was designed for
this purpose. It helps you learn how to analyze the situation, strategy, movements, and
techniques of a real fight. Finally, you should start free-fighting training.In this book, the author
will discuss only the typical martial applications of the Yang style with large forms and low
postures. There are more than 250 techniques in the 37 postures. This means that each posture
has an average of six to seven techniques. Chapter 2 will discuss some of the typical
applications of each technique known to the author. The deeper and more complicated
applications will be omitted due to lack of space, and more importantly the difficulty of conveying
the subtleties of the movements with the written word. However, if you study seriously and
research carefully, you should be able to use your knowledge of the more basic techniques to
discover the deeper levels of application. If the style you have learned is different from the style
in this book, you can still use this book to gain ideas to adapt to your own style.Chapter 3 will
introduce the training for the heng ( ) and ha ( ) sounds, and the fundamentals of taiji ball
training, which many taijiquan practitioners use to train their sensing and sticking capability. Last,
taiji pushing hands will be reviewed. After you have mastered pushing hands, you should go on
to the two-person fighting set in chapter 4. The various possible applications will be analyzed.
Finally, chapter 5 will summarize the fighting strategy of taijiquan.Even when you have mastered
the techniques in this book, you are still not at the end of your study. In fact, you are only at the
beginning of your research into martial applications. How much you learn and how far you
progress is up to you. This book offers you the key to the treasure, but it cannot give you the
treasure itself. You have to open the gate and step in, and search for the treasure by yourself.
You might fail because of discouragement, impatience, or lack of perseverance. You might fall,
only to stand up and continue. You might get injured from the thorns on the path. But you must
understand that every time you fall, every time you get hurt from the thorns, it is always exactly
what you need to gain experience. The more you experiment and the more experience you
accumulate, the deeper your understanding of the theory will be. The more you carefully ponder,
the clearer your understanding will be.1-2. Becoming a Proficient Taijiquan Martial ArtistOnce
you have mastered the basic theory and fundamental techniques, you have reached a level
where you are qualified to share and discuss your knowledge with others. You should be
capable of teaching someone without too much deviation from the right path. The best way to
start your teaching career is to be an assistant instructor for an experienced master for several
years. Under his supervision, you will learn how to teach, but most important of all, you will be
able to access his experience and pick up the many small points that do so much to fill out your
knowledge. After a few years, you should start teaching on your own. Teaching is the best way to
learn and become a proficient taijiquan martial artist. Through teaching, you learn how to
analyze, how to explain, and how to set up a training schedule. After a few years of doing this,



you will be able to create something of value and add to the store of taijiquan knowledge.It is the
urge to teach that has been responsible for taijiquan’s being passed down from generation to
generation. A master earns respect from sharing his knowledge with his students. Through his
teaching and research, he also gains the friendship of those who share his interest and
enthusiasm.If you are hoping and planning to become a taijiquan master, there are several
points that you should always remember:1. Know the HistoryHistory is experience. If you do not
know the past, you will be lost in the future. The past gives spiritual stimulation. From the past,
you know your source and root. Knowing the history of taijiquan is the obligation of every
practitioner who is willing to carry the responsibility of continuing the long tradition of the art.A
desire to know the history of the art indicates enthusiasm and a depth of interest in the art that
will lead to profound knowledge. Remember, history is like a mirror that helps you to see
yourself. It shows you the right way to the future.2. Know the Theory and PrinciplesEvery martial
style is based on its own theory and principles. Taijiquan has its own unique principles, and if
you disobey them, you are no longer doing taijiquan. Fortunately, these theories and principles
have been passed down for generations through oral instruction or written documents. In order
to be qualified as a taijiquan instructor, you must study all these documents and understand
them. They are presented in the book Tai Chi Chuan Martial Power, from YMAA Publication
Center, along with commentary.3. Know What You Are DoingOnce you know the history and
principles, you should ask yourself a few questions such as the following: Have I practiced these
martial applications long enough so that I can use them naturally whenever necessary? Do I
have a good training schedule for my students and myself ? How well do I know what I am
doing? All in all, am I qualified to be a taijiquan master?If your answers to these questions are
negative, your teaching may earn you more shame than honor. When your qualifications are
limited, you must work to improve yourself and your teaching. Be humble, and keep researching
and pondering. Practice and discuss with your taijiquan friends, participate in seminars and
workshops, and most important of all, make friends with all taijiquan stylists. Never be afraid to
be humble and ask for other people’s ideas and experiences. When you practice, keep digging
and plowing, and never be satisfied with what you have already done. Look forward and not
behind, and one day, you will harvest more than others. Then you will become a master.4. Know
What Other Instructors Are DoingIn order to become a real master, you need to know not only
yourself, but also others. When you understand other styles, you can understand your own style
better and evaluate it more objectively. You can evaluate how good it is and where its limitations
are. Every style has its own specialties, so if you think some style is not as good as yours, it
might just be that your knowledge of that style is still shallow. Also, when you see a style that
seems better than yours, don’t give up your style for it. That would be throwing away all the time
and effort you have spent on it. After all, once you have invested a lot of time in this new style,
you may find that there is nothing beneath the surface glitter that initially attracted you. If you
believe that your style and your personal level of ability are superior to others, you must beware
of losing your humility, for this may cause you to lose your enthusiasm for learning.Sometimes



you may hear of a martial artist who has studied only ten years but claims to have mastered five
or even ten styles. Because it usually takes at least ten years of daily practice to master one
style, such a person has probably studied each style only very superficially. Consider carefully
whether you want to really master one or two styles, or whether you prefer learning a limited
portion of ten or more styles. It is best to pick a style you believe is best for you, and to dig in and
really learn it. If you learn one style to its fullest, you will be able to understand other styles more
deeply and will be able to add substantial elements from other styles.5. Know Your
StudentsKnowing your students is almost as important as knowing yourself. The questions you
must ask about each student are as follows: What is his motivation in learning taijiquan? Can I
trust this student? Is this student patient and persevering enough to fulfill his goals? If I teach
him, will I be wasting my time? When this student has finished learning from me, will he continue
his study from other sources? Will he become a good master in the future? Does he have good
morality?You must ask yourself these questions before you invest time and energy in any
student. A student must first show interest, enthusiasm, respect, and loyalty. Then he must
demonstrate strong will, patience, and perseverance to carry on the training. In other words, a
student must show that he is worthy of your trust and teaching. In Chinese martial society, there
is a saying: “A student will look for a good master for three years, and a master will test a student
for three years.” It is also said: “A master would prefer to spend ten years finding a good and
trustworthy student instead of spending three years teaching ten untrustworthy students.” When
you teach a good student, he will pass down the art correctly. You can share your knowledge
without hesitation, and can research and discuss with him without worrying that you may be
betrayed. Sometimes a student, once he has finished learning from a master, starts to criticize or
even scoff at his master in public. He does not realize that he is betraying his own root and
foundation. Therefore, when you choose a student, you must be very cautious. A moral student
will teach honestly, correctly, and loyally. He will pass down the traditional art correctly, but he will
also add his own creative ideas. An immoral student will just hurt society and downgrade the
martial art.1-3. How to Use This BookAs mentioned before, this book explains only the martial
applications of the Yang style using large forms and low postures, and so they are not
necessarily directly applicable to the taijiquan style you have learned. Despite that, this book can
still offer you a number of benefits. First, this book can give you the inspiration to investigate the
applications in your style. Second, because the basic defense principles and theories are the
same in every style, you may learn to analyze the forms in your own system and discover the
applications. This book may also offer some insights into the higher levels of your style. Third,
once you understand the martial applications in the Yang style, the similarities and differences
may help you to better understand your own style.In order to learn the trick of the martial
applications of taijiquan, you must know how to analyze the postures. Once you have learned
this, you can then apply the same basic principles and theories to any style. This is what is
known as learning how to change a rock into a piece of gold instead of just taking the gold, and it
is what separates a master from the average martial artist.When you analyze a technique, you



should keep the following in mind:Perceive what.Know how.Understand why.Predict when.To
really master the art, you should observe the following:Discuss with your partners and
ponder.Practice from slow to fast.Seek the applications in your own style.Continue to research
and ponder for the rest of your life.Experiment with the techniques you have studied and
analyzed.Chapter 1: Introduction1-1. General IntroductionThe best way of studying a profound
scientific subject is through both theory and experiment. Theory is the foundation of the entire
study, and it is the theory that generates the principles and rules. These, in turn, lead to the
creation of a prototype model for experimentation, which shows whether the theory and
principles were accurate as originally stated. After many experiments and experiences, you can
then confirm the accuracy of the theory and, if necessary, go back to modify the theory and
principles. Again, you construct experiments based on the new modified theory and principles. It
might take you many repeated cycles of theoretical research and experimental study before you
can finally state your conclusions.The same principle applies to taijiquan (   ). Taiji (  ) is based
on the profound Daoist philosophies of yin ( )/yang ( ), and the bagua (  ), and it has been
refined over more than one thousand years of research, study, and experimentation by many
thousands of taijiquan martial artists. Even though a great deal has been passed down through
the generations by teaching and writing, many taijiquan masters still feel that they have not
learned the complete art. The more they dig, the deeper they feel the theory is. What is sad to
see today is that the available knowledge is gradually dying out. Most taijiquan practitioners are
more interested in the health aspect of taijiquan, rather than the martial side.Taijiquan was
originally created for martial purposes, and every form has its special martial applications. Many
different styles have been created over the years, and although they are based on the same
fundamental theory and principles, every style has its own characteristic specialties and
applications. For example, a taijiquan style that has large postures might have different
techniques and strategy than a style with small postures. However, regardless of the different
emphasis, principles such as using the soft against the hard never change.Learning the martial
applications in the taijiquan sequence is just like learning the functions of the equipment in a car.
After you have learned the function of everything in the car, you then take it for a drive and try
everything out. The same principle is followed in taijiquan. After you have learned the
techniques, you must experiment with them.The taijiquan solo sequence is the foundation of all
the martial techniques. Each movement or posture was carefully designed with the most
appropriate stance for the intended strategic action, whether defensive or offensive. If you
understand the applications and practice conscientiously, you will gain the necessary qi ( ) flow,
jing ( ) expression, mental calmness, and—most important of all—sense of enemy. Once you
understand taijiquan theory and principles and have mastered these techniques, you will need a
partner for practice and experimentation. Pushing hands is the first step in making the
applications alive and practical, and also introduces some applications that are not included in
the solo sequence. After you have practiced pushing hands for some time, you should start
training in a way that is more similar to a real fight. The two-person fighting set was designed for



this purpose. It helps you learn how to analyze the situation, strategy, movements, and
techniques of a real fight. Finally, you should start free-fighting training.In this book, the author
will discuss only the typical martial applications of the Yang style with large forms and low
postures. There are more than 250 techniques in the 37 postures. This means that each posture
has an average of six to seven techniques. Chapter 2 will discuss some of the typical
applications of each technique known to the author. The deeper and more complicated
applications will be omitted due to lack of space, and more importantly the difficulty of conveying
the subtleties of the movements with the written word. However, if you study seriously and
research carefully, you should be able to use your knowledge of the more basic techniques to
discover the deeper levels of application. If the style you have learned is different from the style
in this book, you can still use this book to gain ideas to adapt to your own style.Chapter 3 will
introduce the training for the heng ( ) and ha ( ) sounds, and the fundamentals of taiji ball
training, which many taijiquan practitioners use to train their sensing and sticking capability. Last,
taiji pushing hands will be reviewed. After you have mastered pushing hands, you should go on
to the two-person fighting set in chapter 4. The various possible applications will be analyzed.
Finally, chapter 5 will summarize the fighting strategy of taijiquan.Even when you have mastered
the techniques in this book, you are still not at the end of your study. In fact, you are only at the
beginning of your research into martial applications. How much you learn and how far you
progress is up to you. This book offers you the key to the treasure, but it cannot give you the
treasure itself. You have to open the gate and step in, and search for the treasure by yourself.
You might fail because of discouragement, impatience, or lack of perseverance. You might fall,
only to stand up and continue. You might get injured from the thorns on the path. But you must
understand that every time you fall, every time you get hurt from the thorns, it is always exactly
what you need to gain experience. The more you experiment and the more experience you
accumulate, the deeper your understanding of the theory will be. The more you carefully ponder,
the clearer your understanding will be.1-2. Becoming a Proficient Taijiquan Martial ArtistOnce
you have mastered the basic theory and fundamental techniques, you have reached a level
where you are qualified to share and discuss your knowledge with others. You should be
capable of teaching someone without too much deviation from the right path. The best way to
start your teaching career is to be an assistant instructor for an experienced master for several
years. Under his supervision, you will learn how to teach, but most important of all, you will be
able to access his experience and pick up the many small points that do so much to fill out your
knowledge. After a few years, you should start teaching on your own. Teaching is the best way to
learn and become a proficient taijiquan martial artist. Through teaching, you learn how to
analyze, how to explain, and how to set up a training schedule. After a few years of doing this,
you will be able to create something of value and add to the store of taijiquan knowledge.It is the
urge to teach that has been responsible for taijiquan’s being passed down from generation to
generation. A master earns respect from sharing his knowledge with his students. Through his
teaching and research, he also gains the friendship of those who share his interest and



enthusiasm.If you are hoping and planning to become a taijiquan master, there are several
points that you should always remember:1. Know the HistoryHistory is experience. If you do not
know the past, you will be lost in the future. The past gives spiritual stimulation. From the past,
you know your source and root. Knowing the history of taijiquan is the obligation of every
practitioner who is willing to carry the responsibility of continuing the long tradition of the art.A
desire to know the history of the art indicates enthusiasm and a depth of interest in the art that
will lead to profound knowledge. Remember, history is like a mirror that helps you to see
yourself. It shows you the right way to the future.2. Know the Theory and PrinciplesEvery martial
style is based on its own theory and principles. Taijiquan has its own unique principles, and if
you disobey them, you are no longer doing taijiquan. Fortunately, these theories and principles
have been passed down for generations through oral instruction or written documents. In order
to be qualified as a taijiquan instructor, you must study all these documents and understand
them. They are presented in the book Tai Chi Chuan Martial Power, from YMAA Publication
Center, along with commentary.3. Know What You Are DoingOnce you know the history and
principles, you should ask yourself a few questions such as the following: Have I practiced these
martial applications long enough so that I can use them naturally whenever necessary? Do I
have a good training schedule for my students and myself ? How well do I know what I am
doing? All in all, am I qualified to be a taijiquan master?If your answers to these questions are
negative, your teaching may earn you more shame than honor. When your qualifications are
limited, you must work to improve yourself and your teaching. Be humble, and keep researching
and pondering. Practice and discuss with your taijiquan friends, participate in seminars and
workshops, and most important of all, make friends with all taijiquan stylists. Never be afraid to
be humble and ask for other people’s ideas and experiences. When you practice, keep digging
and plowing, and never be satisfied with what you have already done. Look forward and not
behind, and one day, you will harvest more than others. Then you will become a master.4. Know
What Other Instructors Are DoingIn order to become a real master, you need to know not only
yourself, but also others. When you understand other styles, you can understand your own style
better and evaluate it more objectively. You can evaluate how good it is and where its limitations
are. Every style has its own specialties, so if you think some style is not as good as yours, it
might just be that your knowledge of that style is still shallow. Also, when you see a style that
seems better than yours, don’t give up your style for it. That would be throwing away all the time
and effort you have spent on it. After all, once you have invested a lot of time in this new style,
you may find that there is nothing beneath the surface glitter that initially attracted you. If you
believe that your style and your personal level of ability are superior to others, you must beware
of losing your humility, for this may cause you to lose your enthusiasm for learning.Sometimes
you may hear of a martial artist who has studied only ten years but claims to have mastered five
or even ten styles. Because it usually takes at least ten years of daily practice to master one
style, such a person has probably studied each style only very superficially. Consider carefully
whether you want to really master one or two styles, or whether you prefer learning a limited



portion of ten or more styles. It is best to pick a style you believe is best for you, and to dig in and
really learn it. If you learn one style to its fullest, you will be able to understand other styles more
deeply and will be able to add substantial elements from other styles.5. Know Your
StudentsKnowing your students is almost as important as knowing yourself. The questions you
must ask about each student are as follows: What is his motivation in learning taijiquan? Can I
trust this student? Is this student patient and persevering enough to fulfill his goals? If I teach
him, will I be wasting my time? When this student has finished learning from me, will he continue
his study from other sources? Will he become a good master in the future? Does he have good
morality?You must ask yourself these questions before you invest time and energy in any
student. A student must first show interest, enthusiasm, respect, and loyalty. Then he must
demonstrate strong will, patience, and perseverance to carry on the training. In other words, a
student must show that he is worthy of your trust and teaching. In Chinese martial society, there
is a saying: “A student will look for a good master for three years, and a master will test a student
for three years.” It is also said: “A master would prefer to spend ten years finding a good and
trustworthy student instead of spending three years teaching ten untrustworthy students.” When
you teach a good student, he will pass down the art correctly. You can share your knowledge
without hesitation, and can research and discuss with him without worrying that you may be
betrayed. Sometimes a student, once he has finished learning from a master, starts to criticize or
even scoff at his master in public. He does not realize that he is betraying his own root and
foundation. Therefore, when you choose a student, you must be very cautious. A moral student
will teach honestly, correctly, and loyally. He will pass down the traditional art correctly, but he will
also add his own creative ideas. An immoral student will just hurt society and downgrade the
martial art.1-3. How to Use This BookAs mentioned before, this book explains only the martial
applications of the Yang style using large forms and low postures, and so they are not
necessarily directly applicable to the taijiquan style you have learned. Despite that, this book can
still offer you a number of benefits. First, this book can give you the inspiration to investigate the
applications in your style. Second, because the basic defense principles and theories are the
same in every style, you may learn to analyze the forms in your own system and discover the
applications. This book may also offer some insights into the higher levels of your style. Third,
once you understand the martial applications in the Yang style, the similarities and differences
may help you to better understand your own style.In order to learn the trick of the martial
applications of taijiquan, you must know how to analyze the postures. Once you have learned
this, you can then apply the same basic principles and theories to any style. This is what is
known as learning how to change a rock into a piece of gold instead of just taking the gold, and it
is what separates a master from the average martial artist.When you analyze a technique, you
should keep the following in mind:Perceive what.Know how.Understand why.Predict
when.Perceive what.Know how.Understand why.Predict when.To really master the art, you
should observe the following:Discuss with your partners and ponder.Practice from slow to
fast.Seek the applications in your own style.Continue to research and ponder for the rest of your



life.Experiment with the techniques you have studied and analyzed.Discuss with your partners
and ponder.Practice from slow to fast.Seek the applications in your own style.Continue to
research and ponder for the rest of your life.Experiment with the techniques you have studied
and analyzed.Chapter 2: Analysis of Taijiquan Techniques2-1. IntroductionBefore we analyze the
Yang-style taijiquan sequence, we would first like you to understand how martial sequences are
created and what purposes they serve. Sometimes people who lack this understanding tend to
view the taijiquan sequence as a dance or abstract movement. A proper understanding of the
root of the art will help you practice in the most effective way.A martial sequence is a
combination of many techniques, constructed in the imagination of the creator to resemble a real
fight. The creator of a sequence must be an expert in the style and experienced enough to see
the advantages and disadvantages of a form, technique, or even just a step or stance. Within a
martial sequence are hidden the secret techniques of a specific style. Chinese martial
sequences contain two or three levels of fighting techniques. The first level is the obvious
applications of the movements, and contains the fundamentals of the style.The second level is
deeper and is usually not obvious in the movements of a sequence. For example, a form might
contain a false stance at a particular spot. This stance allows the practitioner to kick when
necessary, but this kick may not actually be done in the sequence. Experienced martial artists
can usually see through to this second level of applications.The third level is the hardest to see,
but it usually contains the most effective techniques of the style. These third-level techniques
often require more movement or steps than are actually shown in the sequence, and must be
explained and analyzed by the master himself. Therefore, a Chinese martial sequence has
several purposes:A sequence is used to preserve the essence of a style and its techniques. It is
just like a textbook that is the foundation of your knowledge of a style.A sequence is used to train
a practitioner in the particular techniques of a style. When a student regularly practices a
sequence, he can master the techniques and build a good foundation in his style.A sequence is
used to train a student’s patience, endurance, and strength, as well as stances, movements, and
jing ( ) (i.e., martial power).A sequence is also used to help the student build a sense of enemy.
From routinely practicing with an imaginary opponent, you can make the techniques alive and
effective in a real fight.The taijiquan sequence was created for these same purposes. However,
as an internal style, it also trains the coordination of breath with qi, and qi with movement. For
this reason, taijiquan training is slow in the beginning and then gradually incorporates
speed.Even though Yang-style taijiquan has many different versions that can have 24, 37, 81,
88, 105, or more postures (depending, in part, upon the method of counting), it actually contains
only 37 to 40 fundamental martial techniques. These fundamental techniques form the basis of
more than 250 martial applications. Within the sequence, many postures or fundamental
techniques are repeated one or more times. There are several reasons for this:To increase the
number of times you practice the techniques that are considered more important and useful.
This, naturally, will help you learn and master them more quickly. For example, wardoff (peng,  ),
rollback (lu,  ), press (ji,  ), and push (an,  ), which are considered the most basic fighting



forms, are repeated eight times in the long sequence.To increase the duration of practice for
each sequence. When early taijiquan practitioners found that the original short sequence was
not long enough to satisfy their exercise and practice needs, they naturally increased the time of
practice by repeating some of the forms. Doing this lengthened sequence once in the morning
and/or evening is usually sufficient for health purposes. However, if you also intend to practice
taijiquan for martial purposes, you should perform the sequence continuously three times, both
morning and evening if possible. The first time is for warming up, the second is for qi
transportation training, and the third time is for relaxed recovery.As mentioned before, there are
more than 250 martial techniques within the taijiquan sequence. These techniques are divided
into three main categories: downing the enemy (i.e., wrestling) (shuai,  ), joint locking (qin na or
chin na,   ), and cavity strike (ti, da,    ). In fact, almost all Chinese martial art styles train these
three categories, but taijiquan remains unique in that it specializes in doing them with relaxed
muscles. This relaxation increases your sensitivity to the opponent’s movement and intentions,
which allows you to use the soft against the hard and to conquer strength with weakness.
Because of its qi support and soft jing training, muscular strength becomes unimportant. It is for
this reason that taijiquan’s martial applications are much harder to understand and train. A
qualified master is almost a necessity to lead the student to an understanding of the techniques
and of the coordination of jing and qi with the techniques.It is impossible to keep all the
techniques in your conscious mind. In order to learn these techniques well enough to use them
correctly and automatically, you must learn how to analyze and dissect them. You must learn
how to figure out why a technique is done a particular way, and you must learn how to evaluate
your options when your opponent makes a particular move. For example, when your opponent
raises his arm to block, you should be familiar with the various techniques available to you, and
you must understand why you should do this particular technique and not that one.If you
continue your analysis under a good instructor, you will be able to grasp the key to taijiquan
martial applications, and will then find it unnecessary to memorize all the techniques. This is
what is called “Learning the trick of changing a rock into a piece of gold, instead of just taking
the gold.” The first way is alive and unlimited; the latter is dead and limited. Once you have
learned the trick of analysis from your instructor, you will then be able to continue to develop and
learn on your own.In this chapter, the thirty-seven fundamental taijiquan techniques will be
analyzed and discussed. It is impossible to list all the possible applications of each technique.
The examples, which include techniques from all three levels, are meant only to guide the
interested taijiquan martial artist to the gate. To pass beyond this point and enter the temple
requires that you continue to study and research on your own.The next section of this chapter
will discuss the principles of taijiquan martial application. This section will help you lay the
foundation of knowledge for the martial techniques. The last section will analyze and discuss
possible applications for each taijiquan form in the sequence.2-2. General Principles of Taijiquan
TechniquesIn Chinese martial arts, the fighting techniques can usually be classified into three
categories: downing the enemy (shuai jiao,   ) (i.e., Chinese wrestling), joint locking (qin na or



chin na,   ), and cavity strike (dian xue,   ) (i.e., kicking and punching to cavities, ti and da,    ).
Many techniques are a combination of two of these categories. Very often, one category will be
used immediately after another. For example, qin na control is very often used together with
downing the enemy to make the technique especially effective, and cavity strike is often used
immediately thereafter.Downing the Enemy (Shuai Jiao,   )Downing the enemy techniques
destroy the opponent’s balance and either cause him to fall or bounce him away. This category
includes trips, takedowns, and throws, as well as pushes. To down the opponent, you must first
be able to sense his jing; then you must understand his weighting and where his center of mass
is, as well as the direction in which he is most easily uprooted. You can either use his jing against
him or neutralize it and follow with techniques to make him lose his balance. To do these
techniques effectively, you must have a firm root. If you do not have a strong root, how can you
destroy your opponent’s root and make him fall? Second, you must be familiar with listening
(ting,  ), understanding (dong,  ), neutralizing (hua,  ), leading (yin,  ), controlling (na,  ), and
rollback (lu,  ) jing. Third, your body must be centered and move as a unit so that you can
efficiently use your power.Making the opponent fall is a fighting strategy used more for a friendly
and/or unarmed opponent, and it is commonly used in pushing-hands competition. Another way
to make the opponent fall is to use jing to bounce him away and force him to fall. This strategy is
more offensive and is more likely to cause injury. In order to bounce the opponent, in addition to
the above conditions you must also know several different kinds of emitting jin such as wardoff
(peng,  ), press (ji,  ), and push (an,  ). It takes a long time to become skillful in these
applications.Qin Na (or Chin Na,   )Qin na is a way to immobilize the opponent by controlling
one or more of his joints. This joint control can be classified into two major strategies. One is
called “misplacing the bones” (cuo gu,   ), and the other is called “dividing the muscles” (fen jin,
  ). Joints are connected with ligament and muscles. When a joint is bent at an abnormal angle,
the ligaments are torn where they connect to the bone, causing extreme pain. If bent beyond a
certain limit, the joint will pop out (i.e., be misplaced). Also, when the joint is bent and twisted,
the muscles in that area are overstressed, which also causes significant pain. After a certain
point, the muscle tissue will be divided and damaged.Qin na control plays an important role in
taijiquan. These techniques are usually applied immediately after the opponent’s jing is
neutralized. Qin na techniques are also commonly used in pushing-hands competition. For more
qin na theory, the reader should refer to the author’s books Analysis of Shaolin Chin Na, 2nd
edition; Comprehensive Applications of Shaolin Chin Na; and Tai Chi Chin Na, by YMAA
Publication Center ().Cavity Strike (Dian Xue,   )Cavity strike is an attacking method in which a
martial artist uses his jing or qi to strike the opponent’s acupuncture cavities in order to control or
kill him. In the human body there are 108 acupuncture cavities (out of more than 700 available)
that can be used for martial purposes. When struck, 36 of these 108 cavities can be fatal, and
the remaining 72 can cause numbness, fainting, or pain. Some of these cavities, when struck,
will cause the breath to be sealed. Others will close an artery and affect the transportation of
blood and oxygen to the brain. The others, when struck, can cause organ failure and even death.



In order to make the cavity strike effective, the jing or qi must be strong, the strike must be
accurate, and the time of striking must be right. This is the highest level of martial arts. Because
of the killing potential of cavity strikes, this category is usually forbidden in pushing-hands or
taijiquan free-fighting competition.In addition to acupuncture cavities, organs are also targeted.
The most common targets are the eyes, liver, and kidneys.2-3. Analysis of Taijiquan
TechniquesIn this section we will analyze each form in the taijiquan sequence and discuss some
of the possible martial applications. It is our hope that the reader develops an understanding of
how to analyze techniques. Understanding how to analyze techniques is the trick that turns the
rock into gold, which is preferable to just obtaining the gold itself. There are many possible
applications for each form, and it is almost impossible to list every one of them. As your taijiquan
knowledge and ability increase, your ability to analyze will also increase. For this reason, your
application of a form might be different over a period of time. If you study this book and discuss
every aspect with your training partners, you will learn how to analyze techniques and will have
the chance to eventually master taijiquan applications.Many of the applications of the forms
have been hidden in the names of the forms. An example is pick up needle from sea bottom (hai
di lao zhen,     ). In Chinese, the perineum is called the sea bottom (hai di,   ), and a main
application of the form is to attack the groin. In order to help you catch these hidden and implied
applications, we will translate the Chinese name of each form before analyzing the applications.
Many of the common translations of names of forms do not match the original Chinese meaning.
Also, in some cases, the meaning of a name is obscure. This may be due to changes brought
about by centuries of oral transmission, where discrepancies have arisen due to such factors as
limited understanding and differences in dialects.There are many styles of taijiquan. After so
many hundreds of years of teaching and research, many different concepts, ideas, and
understandings have evolved. For this reason, even though different styles may have similar
forms with similar names, the applications may not be the same. Despite this, however, they
must all follow the same general rules and principles; otherwise, the techniques would not be
effective.The reader should also understand that the taijiquan sequence does not contain all the
taijiquan martial techniques. The techniques in the sequence only serve as an introduction to
help the practitioner understand the foundation and principles. After you understand all these
applications, you should then study more advanced techniques from pushing hands and the two-
person fighting set. In this section, we will use the forms from the long Yang style that has low
stances and large postures. Each posture will be briefly described before the techniques are
discussed. For details and continuity, please refer to the author’s taijiquan books and DVDs by
YMAA Publication Center ().Chapter 2: Analysis of Taijiquan Techniques2-1. IntroductionBefore
we analyze the Yang-style taijiquan sequence, we would first like you to understand how martial
sequences are created and what purposes they serve. Sometimes people who lack this
understanding tend to view the taijiquan sequence as a dance or abstract movement. A proper
understanding of the root of the art will help you practice in the most effective way.A martial
sequence is a combination of many techniques, constructed in the imagination of the creator to



resemble a real fight. The creator of a sequence must be an expert in the style and experienced
enough to see the advantages and disadvantages of a form, technique, or even just a step or
stance. Within a martial sequence are hidden the secret techniques of a specific style. Chinese
martial sequences contain two or three levels of fighting techniques. The first level is the obvious
applications of the movements, and contains the fundamentals of the style.The second level is
deeper and is usually not obvious in the movements of a sequence. For example, a form might
contain a false stance at a particular spot. This stance allows the practitioner to kick when
necessary, but this kick may not actually be done in the sequence. Experienced martial artists
can usually see through to this second level of applications.The third level is the hardest to see,
but it usually contains the most effective techniques of the style. These third-level techniques
often require more movement or steps than are actually shown in the sequence, and must be
explained and analyzed by the master himself. Therefore, a Chinese martial sequence has
several purposes:A sequence is used to preserve the essence of a style and its techniques. It is
just like a textbook that is the foundation of your knowledge of a style.A sequence is used to train
a practitioner in the particular techniques of a style. When a student regularly practices a
sequence, he can master the techniques and build a good foundation in his style.A sequence is
used to train a student’s patience, endurance, and strength, as well as stances, movements, and
jing ( ) (i.e., martial power).A sequence is also used to help the student build a sense of enemy.
From routinely practicing with an imaginary opponent, you can make the techniques alive and
effective in a real fight.A sequence is used to preserve the essence of a style and its techniques.
It is just like a textbook that is the foundation of your knowledge of a style.A sequence is used to
train a practitioner in the particular techniques of a style. When a student regularly practices a
sequence, he can master the techniques and build a good foundation in his style.A sequence is
used to train a student’s patience, endurance, and strength, as well as stances, movements, and
jing ( ) (i.e., martial power).A sequence is also used to help the student build a sense of enemy.
From routinely practicing with an imaginary opponent, you can make the techniques alive and
effective in a real fight.The taijiquan sequence was created for these same purposes. However,
as an internal style, it also trains the coordination of breath with qi, and qi with movement. For
this reason, taijiquan training is slow in the beginning and then gradually incorporates
speed.Even though Yang-style taijiquan has many different versions that can have 24, 37, 81,
88, 105, or more postures (depending, in part, upon the method of counting), it actually contains
only 37 to 40 fundamental martial techniques. These fundamental techniques form the basis of
more than 250 martial applications. Within the sequence, many postures or fundamental
techniques are repeated one or more times. There are several reasons for this:To increase the
number of times you practice the techniques that are considered more important and useful.
This, naturally, will help you learn and master them more quickly. For example, wardoff (peng,  ),
rollback (lu,  ), press (ji,  ), and push (an,  ), which are considered the most basic fighting
forms, are repeated eight times in the long sequence.To increase the duration of practice for
each sequence. When early taijiquan practitioners found that the original short sequence was



not long enough to satisfy their exercise and practice needs, they naturally increased the time of
practice by repeating some of the forms. Doing this lengthened sequence once in the morning
and/or evening is usually sufficient for health purposes. However, if you also intend to practice
taijiquan for martial purposes, you should perform the sequence continuously three times, both
morning and evening if possible. The first time is for warming up, the second is for qi
transportation training, and the third time is for relaxed recovery.To increase the number of times
you practice the techniques that are considered more important and useful. This, naturally, will
help you learn and master them more quickly. For example, wardoff (peng,  ), rollback (lu,  ),
press (ji,  ), and push (an,  ), which are considered the most basic fighting forms, are repeated
eight times in the long sequence.To increase the duration of practice for each sequence. When
early taijiquan practitioners found that the original short sequence was not long enough to satisfy
their exercise and practice needs, they naturally increased the time of practice by repeating
some of the forms. Doing this lengthened sequence once in the morning and/or evening is
usually sufficient for health purposes. However, if you also intend to practice taijiquan for martial
purposes, you should perform the sequence continuously three times, both morning and
evening if possible. The first time is for warming up, the second is for qi transportation training,
and the third time is for relaxed recovery.As mentioned before, there are more than 250 martial
techniques within the taijiquan sequence. These techniques are divided into three main
categories: downing the enemy (i.e., wrestling) (shuai,  ), joint locking (qin na or chin na,   ),
and cavity strike (ti, da,    ). In fact, almost all Chinese martial art styles train these three
categories, but taijiquan remains unique in that it specializes in doing them with relaxed muscles.
This relaxation increases your sensitivity to the opponent’s movement and intentions, which
allows you to use the soft against the hard and to conquer strength with weakness. Because of
its qi support and soft jing training, muscular strength becomes unimportant. It is for this reason
that taijiquan’s martial applications are much harder to understand and train. A qualified master
is almost a necessity to lead the student to an understanding of the techniques and of the
coordination of jing and qi with the techniques.It is impossible to keep all the techniques in your
conscious mind. In order to learn these techniques well enough to use them correctly and
automatically, you must learn how to analyze and dissect them. You must learn how to figure out
why a technique is done a particular way, and you must learn how to evaluate your options when
your opponent makes a particular move. For example, when your opponent raises his arm to
block, you should be familiar with the various techniques available to you, and you must
understand why you should do this particular technique and not that one.If you continue your
analysis under a good instructor, you will be able to grasp the key to taijiquan martial
applications, and will then find it unnecessary to memorize all the techniques. This is what is
called “Learning the trick of changing a rock into a piece of gold, instead of just taking the gold.”
The first way is alive and unlimited; the latter is dead and limited. Once you have learned the trick
of analysis from your instructor, you will then be able to continue to develop and learn on your
own.In this chapter, the thirty-seven fundamental taijiquan techniques will be analyzed and



discussed. It is impossible to list all the possible applications of each technique. The examples,
which include techniques from all three levels, are meant only to guide the interested taijiquan
martial artist to the gate. To pass beyond this point and enter the temple requires that you
continue to study and research on your own.The next section of this chapter will discuss the
principles of taijiquan martial application. This section will help you lay the foundation of
knowledge for the martial techniques. The last section will analyze and discuss possible
applications for each taijiquan form in the sequence.2-2. General Principles of Taijiquan
TechniquesIn Chinese martial arts, the fighting techniques can usually be classified into three
categories: downing the enemy (shuai jiao,   ) (i.e., Chinese wrestling), joint locking (qin na or
chin na,   ), and cavity strike (dian xue,   ) (i.e., kicking and punching to cavities, ti and da,    ).
Many techniques are a combination of two of these categories. Very often, one category will be
used immediately after another. For example, qin na control is very often used together with
downing the enemy to make the technique especially effective, and cavity strike is often used
immediately thereafter.Downing the Enemy (Shuai Jiao,   )Downing the enemy techniques
destroy the opponent’s balance and either cause him to fall or bounce him away. This category
includes trips, takedowns, and throws, as well as pushes. To down the opponent, you must first
be able to sense his jing; then you must understand his weighting and where his center of mass
is, as well as the direction in which he is most easily uprooted. You can either use his jing against
him or neutralize it and follow with techniques to make him lose his balance. To do these
techniques effectively, you must have a firm root. If you do not have a strong root, how can you
destroy your opponent’s root and make him fall? Second, you must be familiar with listening
(ting,  ), understanding (dong,  ), neutralizing (hua,  ), leading (yin,  ), controlling (na,  ), and
rollback (lu,  ) jing. Third, your body must be centered and move as a unit so that you can
efficiently use your power.Making the opponent fall is a fighting strategy used more for a friendly
and/or unarmed opponent, and it is commonly used in pushing-hands competition. Another way
to make the opponent fall is to use jing to bounce him away and force him to fall. This strategy is
more offensive and is more likely to cause injury. In order to bounce the opponent, in addition to
the above conditions you must also know several different kinds of emitting jin such as wardoff
(peng,  ), press (ji,  ), and push (an,  ). It takes a long time to become skillful in these
applications.Qin Na (or Chin Na,   )Qin na is a way to immobilize the opponent by controlling
one or more of his joints. This joint control can be classified into two major strategies. One is
called “misplacing the bones” (cuo gu,   ), and the other is called “dividing the muscles” (fen jin,
  ). Joints are connected with ligament and muscles. When a joint is bent at an abnormal angle,
the ligaments are torn where they connect to the bone, causing extreme pain. If bent beyond a
certain limit, the joint will pop out (i.e., be misplaced). Also, when the joint is bent and twisted,
the muscles in that area are overstressed, which also causes significant pain. After a certain
point, the muscle tissue will be divided and damaged.Qin na control plays an important role in
taijiquan. These techniques are usually applied immediately after the opponent’s jing is
neutralized. Qin na techniques are also commonly used in pushing-hands competition. For more



qin na theory, the reader should refer to the author’s books Analysis of Shaolin Chin Na, 2nd
edition; Comprehensive Applications of Shaolin Chin Na; and Tai Chi Chin Na, by YMAA
Publication Center ().Cavity Strike (Dian Xue,   )Cavity strike is an attacking method in which a
martial artist uses his jing or qi to strike the opponent’s acupuncture cavities in order to control or
kill him. In the human body there are 108 acupuncture cavities (out of more than 700 available)
that can be used for martial purposes. When struck, 36 of these 108 cavities can be fatal, and
the remaining 72 can cause numbness, fainting, or pain. Some of these cavities, when struck,
will cause the breath to be sealed. Others will close an artery and affect the transportation of
blood and oxygen to the brain. The others, when struck, can cause organ failure and even death.
In order to make the cavity strike effective, the jing or qi must be strong, the strike must be
accurate, and the time of striking must be right. This is the highest level of martial arts. Because
of the killing potential of cavity strikes, this category is usually forbidden in pushing-hands or
taijiquan free-fighting competition.In addition to acupuncture cavities, organs are also targeted.
The most common targets are the eyes, liver, and kidneys.2-3. Analysis of Taijiquan
TechniquesIn this section we will analyze each form in the taijiquan sequence and discuss some
of the possible martial applications. It is our hope that the reader develops an understanding of
how to analyze techniques. Understanding how to analyze techniques is the trick that turns the
rock into gold, which is preferable to just obtaining the gold itself. There are many possible
applications for each form, and it is almost impossible to list every one of them. As your taijiquan
knowledge and ability increase, your ability to analyze will also increase. For this reason, your
application of a form might be different over a period of time. If you study this book and discuss
every aspect with your training partners, you will learn how to analyze techniques and will have
the chance to eventually master taijiquan applications.Many of the applications of the forms
have been hidden in the names of the forms. An example is pick up needle from sea bottom (hai
di lao zhen,     ). In Chinese, the perineum is called the sea bottom (hai di,   ), and a main
application of the form is to attack the groin. In order to help you catch these hidden and implied
applications, we will translate the Chinese name of each form before analyzing the applications.
Many of the common translations of names of forms do not match the original Chinese meaning.
Also, in some cases, the meaning of a name is obscure. This may be due to changes brought
about by centuries of oral transmission, where discrepancies have arisen due to such factors as
limited understanding and differences in dialects.There are many styles of taijiquan. After so
many hundreds of years of teaching and research, many different concepts, ideas, and
understandings have evolved. For this reason, even though different styles may have similar
forms with similar names, the applications may not be the same. Despite this, however, they
must all follow the same general rules and principles; otherwise, the techniques would not be
effective.The reader should also understand that the taijiquan sequence does not contain all the
taijiquan martial techniques. The techniques in the sequence only serve as an introduction to
help the practitioner understand the foundation and principles. After you understand all these
applications, you should then study more advanced techniques from pushing hands and the two-



person fighting set. In this section, we will use the forms from the long Yang style that has low
stances and large postures. Each posture will be briefly described before the techniques are
discussed. For details and continuity, please refer to the author’s taijiquan books and DVDs by
YMAA Publication Center ().Yang-Style Taijiquan Techniques1. Grasp Sparrow’s Tail: Right and
Left (Lan Que Wei,    )Grasp sparrow’s tail in Chinese is lan que wei. Lan means grasp or seize.
This implies that when you apply this technique, you not only intercept your opponent’s strike but
also grasp him. A sparrow’s tail is very light and fragile, and also sensitive and mobile. Therefore,
when you grasp the sparrow’s tail, you must be cautious and sensitive, and you cannot use
muscular strength. You must lead your enemy’s attack lightly and skillful into a bad position
where you can do the technique. In the taijiquan sequence, there are two forms of grasp
sparrow’s tail: right and left. However, the left form should be the follow-up to the right form, and
so some taijiquan masters would prefer to refer to the left grasp sparrow’s tail as diagonal flying
(left).Movements:To do grasp sparrow’s tail to the right, move your right hand upward, with your
left hand near the inside of your right elbow, and at the same time move your left leg close to the
right with just the toes of the left foot touching the ground. To do the left side, step your left leg
backward and turn your body left so that you face to the rear in a mountain-climbing stance. As
you turn your body, your right hand moves down and your left hand moves up.Grasp sparrow’s
tail: right (you lan que wei).Grasp sparrow’s tail: left (zuo lan que wei), also known as diagonal
flying left.Analysis:Your right hand moves up to intercept the opponent’s punch and lift it upward,
exposing his chest to your attack. Your left hand is ready to protect your chest or control his
elbow. Moving the left leg close to the right leg during deflection closes your groin area and
protects the groin from a kick. Only the toes of the left foot touch the ground, and there is no
weight on it, which allows you to kick anytime you want. Grasp sparrow’s tail: right deflects the
opponent’s punch and also sets him up for your attack. In the sequence, the left form is done in
the opposite direction, though in an actual application it would be done facing the same
direction. For example, you can step back if your opponent continues his attack, or you can step
forward to attack, using your left leg to block the opponent’s leg and prevent his retreat. There
are two keys to making this technique effective. First, after your right hand has intercepted the
opponent’s punch, you must immediately grab his arm. Second, when your left hand raises up to
attack, your right hand must move down to balance your jing.Yang-Style Taijiquan Techniques1.
Grasp Sparrow’s Tail: Right and Left (Lan Que Wei,    )Grasp sparrow’s tail in Chinese is lan
que wei. Lan means grasp or seize. This implies that when you apply this technique, you not only
intercept your opponent’s strike but also grasp him. A sparrow’s tail is very light and fragile, and
also sensitive and mobile. Therefore, when you grasp the sparrow’s tail, you must be cautious
and sensitive, and you cannot use muscular strength. You must lead your enemy’s attack lightly
and skillful into a bad position where you can do the technique. In the taijiquan sequence, there
are two forms of grasp sparrow’s tail: right and left. However, the left form should be the follow-up
to the right form, and so some taijiquan masters would prefer to refer to the left grasp sparrow’s
tail as diagonal flying (left).Movements:To do grasp sparrow’s tail to the right, move your right



hand upward, with your left hand near the inside of your right elbow, and at the same time move
your left leg close to the right with just the toes of the left foot touching the ground. To do the left
side, step your left leg backward and turn your body left so that you face to the rear in a
mountain-climbing stance. As you turn your body, your right hand moves down and your left
hand moves up.Grasp sparrow’s tail: right (you lan que wei).Grasp sparrow’s tail: right (you lan
que wei).Grasp sparrow’s tail: left (zuo lan que wei), also known as diagonal flying left.Grasp
sparrow’s tail: left (zuo lan que wei), also known as diagonal flying left.Analysis:Your right hand
moves up to intercept the opponent’s punch and lift it upward, exposing his chest to your attack.
Your left hand is ready to protect your chest or control his elbow. Moving the left leg close to the
right leg during deflection closes your groin area and protects the groin from a kick. Only the toes
of the left foot touch the ground, and there is no weight on it, which allows you to kick anytime
you want. Grasp sparrow’s tail: right deflects the opponent’s punch and also sets him up for your
attack. In the sequence, the left form is done in the opposite direction, though in an actual
application it would be done facing the same direction. For example, you can step back if your
opponent continues his attack, or you can step forward to attack, using your left leg to block the
opponent’s leg and prevent his retreat. There are two keys to making this technique effective.
First, after your right hand has intercepted the opponent’s punch, you must immediately grab his
arm. Second, when your left hand raises up to attack, your right hand must move down to
balance your jing.Downing the EnemyApplication 1If the opponent punches with his right hand,
deflect his arm upward.Turn down your right hand to control his wrist as you step your left leg
behind his right leg.Next use wardoff jing (peng,  ) with your left arm to the side to make him
fall.The trick to making your opponent fall is to execute wardoff sideways with your left arm and
at the same time push the opponent’s right thigh with your left thigh in order to break his
root.Downing the EnemyApplication 1If the opponent punches with his right hand, deflect his
arm upward.If the opponent punches with his right hand, deflect his arm upward.Turn down your
right hand to control his wrist as you step your left leg behind his right leg.Turn down your right
hand to control his wrist as you step your left leg behind his right leg.Next use wardoff jing (peng,
 ) with your left arm to the side to make him fall.Next use wardoff jing (peng,  ) with your left arm
to the side to make him fall.The trick to making your opponent fall is to execute wardoff sideways
with your left arm and at the same time push the opponent’s right thigh with your left thigh in
order to break his root.Application 2Once you have deflected your opponent’s arm upward, you
can then pluck down and at the same time step your left leg behind his right leg, placing your left
thigh close to or touching his right thigh.At the same time, place your left arm against his right
arm to immobilize it.When all of this is set up, use your wardoff jing to bounce him away or make
him fall.Application 2Once you have deflected your opponent’s arm upward, you can then pluck
down and at the same time step your left leg behind his right leg, placing your left thigh close to
or touching his right thigh.Once you have deflected your opponent’s arm upward, you can then
pluck down and at the same time step your left leg behind his right leg, placing your left thigh
close to or touching his right thigh.At the same time, place your left arm against his right arm to



immobilize it.At the same time, place your left arm against his right arm to immobilize it.When all
of this is set up, use your wardoff jing to bounce him away or make him fall.When all of this is set
up, use your wardoff jing to bounce him away or make him fall.Application 3Deflect your
opponent’s right-hand attack, upward, and then pluck it down.Step your left leg behind his right
leg, with your thigh touching his thigh to prevent him from stepping backward.Next hit or push
him with your shoulder under his armpit.Application 3Deflect your opponent’s right-hand attack,
upward, and then pluck it down.Deflect your opponent’s right-hand attack, upward, and then
pluck it down.Step your left leg behind his right leg, with your thigh touching his thigh to prevent
him from stepping backward.Step your left leg behind his right leg, with your thigh touching his
thigh to prevent him from stepping backward.Next hit or push him with your shoulder under his
armpit.Next hit or push him with your shoulder under his armpit.Application 4Deflect your
opponent’s right-hand attack, upward.Pluck his arm down and grasp his wrist with your left hand,
and slide your right hand toward his elbow. While you are doing this, place your left foot on the
floor and then step your right foot behind his right foot, with your thigh touching his thigh.Once
you have your opponent in this position, immediately pull his arm down and at the same time
bounce your thigh back to make him fall.Application 4Deflect your opponent’s right-hand attack,
upward.Deflect your opponent’s right-hand attack, upward.Pluck his arm down and grasp his
wrist with your left hand, and slide your right hand toward his elbow. While you are doing this,
place your left foot on the floor and then step your right foot behind his right foot, with your thigh
touching his thigh.Pluck his arm down and grasp his wrist with your left hand, and slide your right
hand toward his elbow. While you are doing this, place your left foot on the floor and then step
your right foot behind his right foot, with your thigh touching his thigh.Once you have your
opponent in this position, immediately pull his arm down and at the same time bounce your thigh
back to make him fall.Once you have your opponent in this position, immediately pull his arm
down and at the same time bounce your thigh back to make him fall.Qin Na ControlApplication
1Deflect your opponent’s attack, upward.Next turn down your right hand to grasp his wrist, and
at the same time control his elbow with your left hand.Step your left leg in front of his right leg,
with the back of your thigh touching his knee or thigh, and push his elbow forward as you pull his
hand backward.Take him to the floor by pulling him forward as you slide your left foot backward.
This is a combination of qin na control and downing the enemy.Qin Na ControlApplication
1Deflect your opponent’s attack, upward.Deflect your opponent’s attack, upward.Next turn down
your right hand to grasp his wrist, and at the same time control his elbow with your left hand.Next
turn down your right hand to grasp his wrist, and at the same time control his elbow with your left
hand.Step your left leg in front of his right leg, with the back of your thigh touching his knee or
thigh, and push his elbow forward as you pull his hand backward.Step your left leg in front of his
right leg, with the back of your thigh touching his knee or thigh, and push his elbow forward as
you pull his hand backward.Take him to the floor by pulling him forward as you slide your left foot
backward. This is a combination of qin na control and downing the enemy.Take him to the floor
by pulling him forward as you slide your left foot backward. This is a combination of qin na



control and downing the enemy.Application 2Deflect your opponent’s right punch, upward.Grasp
his wrist with your right hand and pull downward, and at the same time step your left foot behind
his right leg. While you are doing this, also place your left arm under his armpit and control his
body and left arm.Control his right arm by holding it tight across your chest. Once you have set
up this position, bow forward and use your left shoulder to press down the back of the
opponent’s shoulder.Application 2Deflect your opponent’s right punch, upward.Deflect your
opponent’s right punch, upward.Grasp his wrist with your right hand and pull downward, and at
the same time step your left foot behind his right leg. While you are doing this, also place your
left arm under his armpit and control his body and left arm.Grasp his wrist with your right hand
and pull downward, and at the same time step your left foot behind his right leg. While you are
doing this, also place your left arm under his armpit and control his body and left arm.Control his
right arm by holding it tight across your chest. Once you have set up this position, bow forward
and use your left shoulder to press down the back of the opponent’s shoulder.Control his right
arm by holding it tight across your chest. Once you have set up this position, bow forward and
use your left shoulder to press down the back of the opponent’s shoulder.Application 3Deflect
the opponent’s punch, upward.Grasp his right wrist and pull it down as you step your left leg
behind his right leg.At the same time, move your left hand toward his neck and circle backward
to hold his neck.As in the last technique, use your chest to control the opponent’s elbow and
immobilize his right arm. If you move your left leg forward as you pull his head back, you can
easily make him fall.Application 3Deflect the opponent’s punch, upward.Deflect the opponent’s
punch, upward.Grasp his right wrist and pull it down as you step your left leg behind his right
leg.Grasp his right wrist and pull it down as you step your left leg behind his right leg.At the same
time, move your left hand toward his neck and circle backward to hold his neck.As in the last
technique, use your chest to control the opponent’s elbow and immobilize his right arm. If you
move your left leg forward as you pull his head back, you can easily make him fall.At the same
time, move your left hand toward his neck and circle backward to hold his neck.As in the last
technique, use your chest to control the opponent’s elbow and immobilize his right arm. If you
move your left leg forward as you pull his head back, you can easily make him fall.Application
4Deflect the opponent’s right punch, upward.Grasp his right wrist and pull down as you grasp his
right elbow with your left hand. Then step your right leg behind his right leg, and at the same time
slide your right hand up to his throat.Once you have set up this position, bounce your thigh
backward to break the opponent’s root and push your right hand downward to bring him to the
ground. This is a combination of qin na control and downing the enemy.Application 4Deflect the
opponent’s right punch, upward.Deflect the opponent’s right punch, upward.Grasp his right wrist
and pull down as you grasp his right elbow with your left hand. Then step your right leg behind
his right leg, and at the same time slide your right hand up to his throat.Grasp his right wrist and
pull down as you grasp his right elbow with your left hand. Then step your right leg behind his
right leg, and at the same time slide your right hand up to his throat.Once you have set up this
position, bounce your thigh backward to break the opponent’s root and push your right hand



downward to bring him to the ground. This is a combination of qin na control and downing the
enemy.Once you have set up this position, bounce your thigh backward to break the opponent’s
root and push your right hand downward to bring him to the ground. This is a combination of qin
na control and downing the enemy.Application 5When you deflect your opponent’s attack
upward, slide your left hand up along your right arm and grasp his right hand.Next circle your
right elbow over and behind his arm and down to lock his elbow, and then up to lock both his
wrist and elbow. You can also sweep your right leg backward to make him fall.Cavity Strike or
Striking the Vital PointsThis category of applications can actually be easier than the other two.
Usually downing the enemy and qin na control take longer to apply than a strike, and so your
enemy has more time to sense and react to your attack. If you can apply these two categories of
applications easily, you should have little difficulty with striking because there are so many
important targets. However, striking acupuncture cavities is considerably more difficult than
hitting organs or other vital areas. First, you must know the correct location and depth of the
cavities you wish to strike. Second, you must know the time of day when the cavities are
vulnerable. Because cavity strikes can easily hurt or kill people, the locations and vulnerable
times of the cavities are usually kept secret. Here we will show some of the possible
strikes.Application 5When you deflect your opponent’s attack upward, slide your left hand up
along your right arm and grasp his right hand.When you deflect your opponent’s attack upward,
slide your left hand up along your right arm and grasp his right hand.Next circle your right elbow
over and behind his arm and down to lock his elbow, and then up to lock both his wrist and
elbow. You can also sweep your right leg backward to make him fall.Next circle your right elbow
over and behind his arm and down to lock his elbow, and then up to lock both his wrist and
elbow. You can also sweep your right leg backward to make him fall.Cavity Strike or Striking the
Vital PointsThis category of applications can actually be easier than the other two. Usually
downing the enemy and qin na control take longer to apply than a strike, and so your enemy has
more time to sense and react to your attack. If you can apply these two categories of
applications easily, you should have little difficulty with striking because there are so many
important targets. However, striking acupuncture cavities is considerably more difficult than
hitting organs or other vital areas. First, you must know the correct location and depth of the
cavities you wish to strike. Second, you must know the time of day when the cavities are
vulnerable. Because cavity strikes can easily hurt or kill people, the locations and vulnerable
times of the cavities are usually kept secret. Here we will show some of the possible
strikes.Application 1Deflect your opponent’s attack, upward.Seal his elbow with your left hand to
block further action, then slide your right hand under his arm.You can then strike the opponent’s
chest with your fist.Application 1Deflect your opponent’s attack, upward.Deflect your opponent’s
attack, upward.Seal his elbow with your left hand to block further action, then slide your right
hand under his arm.Seal his elbow with your left hand to block further action, then slide your
right hand under his arm.You can then strike the opponent’s chest with your fist.You can then
strike the opponent’s chest with your fist.Application 2Deflect your opponent’s attack,



upward.Set up your striking position by sealing your opponent’s elbow with your left hand to
block further action.Step your right leg behind the opponent’s right leg and at the same time
strike with your elbow.Application 2Deflect your opponent’s attack, upward.Deflect your
opponent’s attack, upward.Set up your striking position by sealing your opponent’s elbow with
your left hand to block further action.Set up your striking position by sealing your opponent’s
elbow with your left hand to block further action.Step your right leg behind the opponent’s right
leg and at the same time strike with your elbow.Step your right leg behind the opponent’s right
leg and at the same time strike with your elbow.Application 3Deflect your opponent’s attack.Seal
his elbow with your left hand to block further attack.Step your left leg behind his right leg, with
your thigh touching his thigh to prevent him from stepping backward.Use your elbow to strike his
chest.Application 3Deflect your opponent’s attack.Deflect your opponent’s attack.Seal his elbow
with your left hand to block further attack.Seal his elbow with your left hand to block further
attack.Step your left leg behind his right leg, with your thigh touching his thigh to prevent him
from stepping backward.Step your left leg behind his right leg, with your thigh touching his thigh
to prevent him from stepping backward.Use your elbow to strike his chest.Use your elbow to
strike his chest.Application 4In grasp sparrow’s tail: right, only the toes of your left foot touch the
floor, so your left leg is alive and can be used for sudden attacks. In this application, after you
have deflected the opponent’s attack, grasp his right wrist with your right hand and step kick his
right knee with your left foot.Application 4In grasp sparrow’s tail: right, only the toes of your left
foot touch the floor, so your left leg is alive and can be used for sudden attacks. In this
application, after you have deflected the opponent’s attack, grasp his right wrist with your right
hand and step kick his right knee with your left foot.In grasp sparrow’s tail: right, only the toes of
your left foot touch the floor, so your left leg is alive and can be used for sudden attacks. In this
application, after you have deflected the opponent’s attack, grasp his right wrist with your right
hand and step kick his right knee with your left foot.Application 5Deflect your opponent’s
strike.Stick to his arm and circle it downward to expose his chest.Control his right hand with your
left hand, and strike his chest with your right fist.Application 5Deflect your opponent’s
strike.Deflect your opponent’s strike.Stick to his arm and circle it downward to expose his
chest.Stick to his arm and circle it downward to expose his chest.Control his right hand with your
left hand, and strike his chest with your right fist.Control his right hand with your left hand, and
strike his chest with your right fist.2. Wardoff (Peng,  )The Chinese word for wardoff is peng.
Peng means to arc your arms and use them to push or bounce something away. It is used in
expressions like peng kai (  ) (push open or push away), which refers to the motion you would
use to wade through a crowd and bounce people out of your way. In taijiquan, anytime you use
your arm to push someone or something away, it is called peng.In the taijiquan sequence, you
prepare for peng by rotating your body to the left, drawing your right leg in, next to the left leg
with the toes of the right foot touching the floor, and raising your left arm and lowering your right
arm so they look as if you are holding a large ball. Then you step back with your right leg, turn on
the heels one at a time toward the opposite direction, and rotate your body forward, raising your



right arm and lowering your left. In the applications you will not turn to the opposite direction.2.
Wardoff (Peng,  )The Chinese word for wardoff is peng. Peng means to arc your arms and use
them to push or bounce something away. It is used in expressions like peng kai (  ) (push open
or push away), which refers to the motion you would use to wade through a crowd and bounce
people out of your way. In taijiquan, anytime you use your arm to push someone or something
away, it is called peng.In the taijiquan sequence, you prepare for peng by rotating your body to
the left, drawing your right leg in, next to the left leg with the toes of the right foot touching the
floor, and raising your left arm and lowering your right arm so they look as if you are holding a
large ball. Then you step back with your right leg, turn on the heels one at a time toward the
opposite direction, and rotate your body forward, raising your right arm and lowering your left. In
the applications you will not turn to the opposite direction.Movements:Analysis:You can use your
left forearm to intercept the opponent’s left or right punch. After you deflect, your enemy’s chest
will be exposed for your strike. You can also use your left arm to deflect the opponent’s attack
and lead him into an unbalanced position, and then bounce him away with your right arm. When
your right leg moves close to your left leg, it protects the groin from attack, and is also set up for
kicking. When you use peng to bounce your enemy, treat yourself like a beach ball bouncing an
outside pressure away. Also, when you bounce, your direction should be forward and slightly
upward to pull the enemy’s root up so that he will move more easily.Movements:Analysis:You
can use your left forearm to intercept the opponent’s left or right punch. After you deflect, your
enemy’s chest will be exposed for your strike. You can also use your left arm to deflect the
opponent’s attack and lead him into an unbalanced position, and then bounce him away with
your right arm. When your right leg moves close to your left leg, it protects the groin from attack,
and is also set up for kicking. When you use peng to bounce your enemy, treat yourself like a
beach ball bouncing an outside pressure away. Also, when you bounce, your direction should be
forward and slightly upward to pull the enemy’s root up so that he will move more easily.Downing
the EnemyApplication 1Deflect the opponent’s right-hand strike with your left hand.Next step
forward with your right leg and use your right forearm to bounce away the opponent.Downing the
EnemyApplication 1Deflect the opponent’s right-hand strike with your left hand.Deflect the
opponent’s right-hand strike with your left hand.Next step forward with your right leg and use
your right forearm to bounce away the opponent.Next step forward with your right leg and use
your right forearm to bounce away the opponent.Application 2The same application can also be
used if your opponent strikes with his left hand.Deflect the left-hand strike with your left
hand.Next step forward to bounce him away.Application 2The same application can also be
used if your opponent strikes with his left hand.Deflect the left-hand strike with your left
hand.Deflect the left-hand strike with your left hand.Next step forward to bounce him away.Next
step forward to bounce him away.Application 3Deflect the opponent’s left-handed attack. Grasp
his wrist and pull it down. Use your right forearm to press down on his elbow.If your opponent
attempts to pull back from your grasp, follow his motion and use your right forearm to bounce
him away.Application 3Deflect the opponent’s left-handed attack. Grasp his wrist and pull it



down. Use your right forearm to press down on his elbow.Deflect the opponent’s left-handed
attack. Grasp his wrist and pull it down. Use your right forearm to press down on his elbow.If your
opponent attempts to pull back from your grasp, follow his motion and use your right forearm to
bounce him away.If your opponent attempts to pull back from your grasp, follow his motion and
use your right forearm to bounce him away.Application 4Qin na techniques are often used in
coordination with downing the enemy or cavity-strike techniques to increase their
effectiveness.Deflect the opponent’s punch with your left hand.Lock his elbow with your right
hand.Continue to coil your right hand up to his shoulder, and place your left forearm on his
side.Use your control of his arm to bend him forward, and when he resists and tries to pull back,
use left wardoff to bounce him away.Application 4Qin na techniques are often used in
coordination with downing the enemy or cavity-strike techniques to increase their
effectiveness.Deflect the opponent’s punch with your left hand.Deflect the opponent’s punch
with your left hand.Lock his elbow with your right hand.Lock his elbow with your right
hand.Continue to coil your right hand up to his shoulder, and place your left forearm on his
side.Continue to coil your right hand up to his shoulder, and place your left forearm on his
side.Use your control of his arm to bend him forward, and when he resists and tries to pull back,
use left wardoff to bounce him away.Use your control of his arm to bend him forward, and when
he resists and tries to pull back, use left wardoff to bounce him away.Qin Na ControlApplication
1Deflect the opponent’s right punch with your left hand, place your right hand under his elbow
and rotate both your hands counterclockwise.Continue the counterclockwise rotation until your
opponent is in the position shown. At this time, if you desire you can use your right wardoff to
bounce him away.Qin Na ControlApplication 1Deflect the opponent’s right punch with your left
hand, place your right hand under his elbow and rotate both your hands
counterclockwise.Deflect the opponent’s right punch with your left hand, place your right hand
under his elbow and rotate both your hands counterclockwise.Continue the counterclockwise
rotation until your opponent is in the position shown. At this time, if you desire you can use your
right wardoff to bounce him away.Continue the counterclockwise rotation until your opponent is
in the position shown. At this time, if you desire you can use your right wardoff to bounce him
away.Application 2Your opponent grasps your right wrist with his right hand.Fake an attack to his
eyes with your left hand. Your opponent will naturally block with his left hand to protect his
eyes.Use your left hand to pluck his left arm downward over his right arm, and raise your right
arm and execute wardoff to lock both his arms.Cavity Strike or Striking the Vital PointsAll the
applications shown above can be used as a strike. However, when wardoff is used for striking, a
shorter jing is used. There is an additional application that is set up in the sequence but not
actually done. When you deflect in the beginning of wardoff, your right foot touches the ground
with the toes only. Your weight is off the foot and it can easily kick.Application 2Your opponent
grasps your right wrist with his right hand.Your opponent grasps your right wrist with his right
hand.Fake an attack to his eyes with your left hand. Your opponent will naturally block with his
left hand to protect his eyes.Fake an attack to his eyes with your left hand. Your opponent will



naturally block with his left hand to protect his eyes.Use your left hand to pluck his left arm
downward over his right arm, and raise your right arm and execute wardoff to lock both his
arms.Use your left hand to pluck his left arm downward over his right arm, and raise your right
arm and execute wardoff to lock both his arms.Cavity Strike or Striking the Vital PointsAll the
applications shown above can be used as a strike. However, when wardoff is used for striking, a
shorter jing is used. There is an additional application that is set up in the sequence but not
actually done. When you deflect in the beginning of wardoff, your right foot touches the ground
with the toes only. Your weight is off the foot and it can easily kick.Application 1Deflect your
opponent’s strike.Use your right foot to kick the opponent’s groin.Application 1Deflect your
opponent’s strike.Deflect your opponent’s strike.Use your right foot to kick the opponent’s
groin.Use your right foot to kick the opponent’s groin.3. Rollback (Lu,  )Rollback in Chinese is
called lu. Lu means to rotate, lead, or pull. It is commonly used in expressions like lu kai (  ) (to
pull open) or lu dao (  ) (to pull down).Movements:In the taijiquan sequence, rollback has two
major applications: small rollback (xiao lu,   ) and large rollback (da lu,   ).Small Rollback. First
lift your right forearm up and circle your hand clockwise. Then, with your elbow down, shift your
weight to the rear and sit on your rear leg in a four-six stance (si liu bu,    ), while turning your
body so that your arms draw back slightly to your left.Large Rollback. Circle your right hand, then
shift your weight to the rear and sit on your rear leg in a four-six stance, while turning your body
to draw your hand back with the elbow down toward your left side. The main points of difference
between this move and small rollback are that the lead hand can circle in either direction, you sit
back a little further, and you turn your body more.Analysis:The first part of this form is used to
intercept and connect to the opponent’s arm. Once you have connected, you then execute
rollback to lead his force sideward and past you. When you do small rollback, the movements
are small and quick with the intent of exposing your opponent’s vital cavities to attack. Large
rollback is a larger move that is commonly used to pull the opponent’s center and make him lose
balance so that you can attack. It is frequently used with a step backward. In order for your
rollback to be effective, you must have a firm root and good listening, understanding, adhering
and sticking, and leading jing.3. Rollback (Lu,  )Rollback in Chinese is called lu. Lu means to
rotate, lead, or pull. It is commonly used in expressions like lu kai (  ) (to pull open) or lu dao (
 ) (to pull down).Movements:In the taijiquan sequence, rollback has two major applications:
small rollback (xiao lu,   ) and large rollback (da lu,   ).Small Rollback. First lift your right
forearm up and circle your hand clockwise. Then, with your elbow down, shift your weight to the
rear and sit on your rear leg in a four-six stance (si liu bu,    ), while turning your body so that
your arms draw back slightly to your left.Large Rollback. Circle your right hand, then shift your
weight to the rear and sit on your rear leg in a four-six stance, while turning your body to draw
your hand back with the elbow down toward your left side. The main points of difference
between this move and small rollback are that the lead hand can circle in either direction, you sit
back a little further, and you turn your body more.Analysis:The first part of this form is used to
intercept and connect to the opponent’s arm. Once you have connected, you then execute



rollback to lead his force sideward and past you. When you do small rollback, the movements
are small and quick with the intent of exposing your opponent’s vital cavities to attack. Large
rollback is a larger move that is commonly used to pull the opponent’s center and make him lose
balance so that you can attack. It is frequently used with a step backward. In order for your
rollback to be effective, you must have a firm root and good listening, understanding, adhering
and sticking, and leading jing.Downing the Enemy: Small RollbackApplication 1Use your
forearm to intercept your opponent’s attack.After you connect, immediately execute rollback and
lead his arm back and to your side.If you pull strongly to your left, you can make your opponent
lose his balance. Alternatively, right after your rollback, immediately hop your rear leg forward
and place your right leg behind the opponent’s right leg.Once you have set up this position, pull
his arm sideward and downward and at the same time bounce your knee or thigh backward to
uproot the opponent’s front foot and make him fall.Downing the Enemy: Small
RollbackApplication 1Use your forearm to intercept your opponent’s attack.Use your forearm to
intercept your opponent’s attack.After you connect, immediately execute rollback and lead his
arm back and to your side.After you connect, immediately execute rollback and lead his arm
back and to your side.If you pull strongly to your left, you can make your opponent lose his
balance. Alternatively, right after your rollback, immediately hop your rear leg forward and place
your right leg behind the opponent’s right leg.If you pull strongly to your left, you can make your
opponent lose his balance. Alternatively, right after your rollback, immediately hop your rear leg
forward and place your right leg behind the opponent’s right leg.Once you have set up this
position, pull his arm sideward and downward and at the same time bounce your knee or thigh
backward to uproot the opponent’s front foot and make him fall.Once you have set up this
position, pull his arm sideward and downward and at the same time bounce your knee or thigh
backward to uproot the opponent’s front foot and make him fall.Application 2Use your forearm to
intercept your opponent’s attack. Execute rollback to your left.Hop forward and place your right
leg behind the opponent’s right leg.Circle your right arm around his neck and press him
down.Application 3Use your forearm to intercept your opponent’s attack. Execute rollback to
your left.Circle your right hand behind the opponent’s right elbow and lock his arm.Immediately
hop your rear leg forward and use your front leg to sweep his right leg and make him
fall.Application 2Use your forearm to intercept your opponent’s attack. Execute rollback to your
left.Use your forearm to intercept your opponent’s attack. Execute rollback to your left.Hop
forward and place your right leg behind the opponent’s right leg.Hop forward and place your
right leg behind the opponent’s right leg.Circle your right arm around his neck and press him
down.Circle your right arm around his neck and press him down.Application 3Use your forearm
to intercept your opponent’s attack. Execute rollback to your left.Use your forearm to intercept
your opponent’s attack. Execute rollback to your left.Circle your right hand behind the opponent’s
right elbow and lock his arm.Circle your right hand behind the opponent’s right elbow and lock
his arm.Immediately hop your rear leg forward and use your front leg to sweep his right leg and
make him fall.Immediately hop your rear leg forward and use your front leg to sweep his right leg



and make him fall.Qin Na Control: Small RollbackApplication 1Use your forearm to intercept
your opponent’s attack. Execute rollback to your left.Circle your right arm and step your right leg
behind the opponent’s right leg. Your left hand should control his right wrist.Continue the motion
by stepping your left leg behind him, and place your right hand on his shoulder.Shift your weight
forward and press down with both hands.Qin Na Control: Small RollbackApplication 1Use your
forearm to intercept your opponent’s attack. Execute rollback to your left.Use your forearm to
intercept your opponent’s attack. Execute rollback to your left.Circle your right arm and step your
right leg behind the opponent’s right leg. Your left hand should control his right wrist.Circle your
right arm and step your right leg behind the opponent’s right leg. Your left hand should control his
right wrist.Continue the motion by stepping your left leg behind him, and place your right hand
on his shoulder.Continue the motion by stepping your left leg behind him, and place your right
hand on his shoulder.Shift your weight forward and press down with both hands.Shift your
weight forward and press down with both hands.Cavity Strike or Striking the Vital Points: Small
RollbackApplication 1Use your forearm to intercept your opponent’s attack. Execute rollback to
your left.The rollback will expose the front of your opponent’s body. You can strike his armpit.You
can also target his solar plexus, throat, or other vital cavities.Cavity Strike or Striking the Vital
Points: Small RollbackApplication 1Use your forearm to intercept your opponent’s attack.
Execute rollback to your left.Use your forearm to intercept your opponent’s attack. Execute
rollback to your left.The rollback will expose the front of your opponent’s body. You can strike his
armpit.The rollback will expose the front of your opponent’s body. You can strike his armpit.You
can also target his solar plexus, throat, or other vital cavities.You can also target his solar plexus,
throat, or other vital cavities.Application 2Use your forearm to intercept your opponent’s attack.
Execute rollback to your left.Application 2Use your forearm to intercept your opponent’s attack.
Execute rollback to your left.Use your forearm to intercept your opponent’s attack. Execute
rollback to your left.
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